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Antitrust Reminder  

 

• Realtors are competitors, and healthy competition is what allows the market to 

survive. This classroom should be a forum for the sharing of ideas and, 

fostering open discussion among participants. Florida Realtors and this 

board/association do not in any way encourage or sanction any business 

practice.  

 

• Because of the nature of classroom discussions, all participants are asked to 

be mindful of antitrust laws. Florida Realtors (along with this local 

association) does not tolerate any discussion or activities of an anti-trust 

nature. Florida Realtors and this local association support the policy of 

competition outlined in antitrust laws. Because of the severity of the penalties 

involved, Florida Realtors will take all precautions necessary to ensure 

that violations of antitrust laws do not occur.  

 

Florida Realtors® Student Code of Conduct  

 

All students enrolled in Florida Realtors sponsored courses, including but not limited 

to, Graduate Realtor Institute (GRI) modules, Continuing Education (CE) courses, 

post licensing education programs, webinars, online courses and convention 

programs will adhere to and follow the Realtor Code of Ethics and the professional 

standards outlined in Florida State laws and rules.  

 

Responsibilities of Students  

•  All students will exemplify the Realtor reputation through their conduct always.  

•  All students will document their participation appropriately, providing their full legal 

name, license number, and time in and out times on the sign-in sheet to receive 

credit.  

•  All students will comply with local sponsor policies and procedures.  
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•  All students will refrain from any discussion that is or may be construed as being 

anti-trust in nature.  

•  All students must be honest and forthright in their participation in any course. 

Students will be receptive to the material and participate in all course activities, 

including but not limited to, discussions, case studies, quizzes, tests or other 

evaluations for the duration of the course.  

•  A student shall not impair, interfere with, or obstruct the orderly conduct and 

learning environment provided by Florida Realtors, local board sponsor, the 

students, faculty members, or invited guests. 

 This includes, but is not limited to:  

 

1.  Committing or threatening to commit any act of violence. 

2.  Threatening the health, safety or welfare of another. 

3.  Acting recklessly.  

4.  Invading the privacy of others.  

5.  Interfering with a faculty or staff member in the performance of his or her 

duty.  

6.  Making, exhibiting or producing any inappropriate, loud or disruptive 

behavior. 

7.  The use of portable computers, cellular telephones, portable personal 

music devices if such use disrupts others in the course.  

8.  The use of portable computers, cellular telephone, portable personal 

music devices are prohibited during end of course examinations. These 

devices must be turned off and placed inside a purse, briefcase or 

backpack during the duration of the examination.  

•  No student shall provide false or misleading information to the instructor, local 

board staff, or on official course documents.  

•  No student shall misuse any Florida Realtors or local board materials, service, 

property or resource. 
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Course Objectives 

 

Upon completion of this three-hour course, the student will be able to: 

 

1. Discuss five aspects of behavior that erode professional performance. 

2. Understand what constitutes professional behavior in the Real Estate Industry. 

3. Identify the ten characteristics of professionalism. 

4. List the items that can prohibit the sale or purchase of a property before the 

transaction even gets started. 

5. Relate the steps for correct property showing protocol. 

6. Relate the role of Professional Standards and the Code of Ethics to 

professionalism in the Real Estate Industry. 

7. Discuss the Realtor® Pathways to Professionalism. 

8. Identify common contract pitfalls. 

9. Understand the issues regarding disclosures. 
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Welcome to PROFESSIONAL SUCCESS – Transaction by Transaction.  Before we 

get started on the details of the program, we really should look at what the word 

PROFESSIONALISM means.     

 

“Professionalism is often defined as the strict adherence to courtesy, honesty and 

responsibility when dealing with individuals or other companies in a business 

environment (Meaning of Professionalism and Work Ethic/by Osmond Vitez/CHRON). 

 

A professional is one who is committed to a high standard of conduct that the public 

can rely on. A professional is someone who has knowledge or expertise not available 

to the average person, and whose services have a major impact on a client’s well-

being.  A professional is someone a client typically entrusts confidential information or 

resources of value to.  A professional is someone who places the client’s interest 

before their own and who adheres to a code of conduct and belongs to a peer 

organization that supports and justifies this trust (adapted from:  THE CHALLENGE 

OF REAL ESTATE PROFESSIONALISM, RONALD M. GREEN) 

 

When a family decides to sell or buy a home and turns to a REALTOR® for assistance, 

they are in a situation of considerable vulnerability. They have placed what is probably 

their largest financial asset in another's hands. The customer counts on the integrity 

of the REALTOR®; and the REALTORS® adherence to the professional code of 

conduct of the Code of Ethics. 

 

So how can we become better professionals in the real estate industry?  Enhancing 

the performance of real estate professionals is captured in one word: EDUCATION.  

Training for real estate professionals must comprise not only the technical and legal 

aspects of the industry, but also focus on ethical and professional standards.   
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Let’s begin by identifying those aspects of the real estate industry that erode 

professional performance, so we can reinforce positive performance and eliminate the 

behavior that erodes the public trust, as the public trust is the ethical and economic 

strength of the real estate industry. 

 

“HIGH QUALITY PROFESSIONALS LOOK DECENTLY, THINK PROFOUNDLY, 

AND ACT THOUGHTFULLY.”  (Pearl Zhu/Talent Master) 

 

The aspects of the real estate industry that have been found to erode professional 

performance are:  Business Etiquette and Courtesy, Property Showing Etiquette, 

Contract Basics, “Pre-Game” Knowledge and Code of Ethics as it relates to 

professionalism. 

 

 

Business Etiquette and Courtesy 

 

We will start off this program discussing Business Etiquette and Courtesy.  Business 

Etiquette and Courtesy is not just knowing what to discuss during a business dinner 

or how to address colleagues; it is presenting yourself in such a way that you will be 

taken seriously. This involves demonstrating that you have the self-control necessary 

to be good at your job, expressing knowledge of business situations and having the 

ability to make others comfortable around you.  

 

Business etiquette evolves constantly out of necessity, but the purpose has never 

changed.  That is -- to create a welcoming and professional atmosphere for everyone 

you deal with, co-workers, business partners and customers alike. 

 

Webster defines etiquette as "the forms, manners, and ceremonies established by 

convention as acceptable or required in social relations, in a profession, or in official 

life." Business Etiquette is respect, good manners, and good behavior all rolled into 

one. 
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What are the most frequent complaints regarding business etiquette and courtesy that 

we hear about REALTORS®?  Here are just a few for discussion: 

 

• Lack of return phone calls 

• Lack of response to e-mails 

• Properties still showing as active on MLS but are really pending 

• Rudeness 

• Failing to show for appointments 

• Sloppy paperwork 

• Incomprehensible written communication 

• Failure to respond to offers in a timely fashion 

• Unprofessional attire 

• Lack of respect for fellow practitioners 

 

What others can you share? 

 

 

Being a professional in your chosen field means much more than wearing a business 

suit or possessing a professional degree or a noted title. Professionalism is all about 

how you conduct yourself during your business affairs. True professionals possess 

important characteristics that can apply to virtually any type of business.  Let’s look at 

ten characteristics of professionalism as written by Chris Joseph for CHRON (A Hearst 

publication). 
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1) Appearance: A professional is neat in appearance. Be well groomed and clean.  Be 

sure to meet or even exceed the requirements of your company's dress code and pay 

special attention to your appearance when meeting with prospects or clients. 

2) Demeanor:  Your demeanor should exude confidence but not arrogance. Be polite, 

pleasant, courteous and well-spoken whether you're interacting with customers, other 

REALTORS® or co-workers. You need to keep your calm, even during tense 

situations. 

3) Reliability:  As a professional, you will be counted on to find a way to get the job done. 

Responding to people promptly and following through on promises in a timely manner 

is paramount.  Be timely.  Arrive to meetings on time.  Complete tasks on time.  This 

demonstrates reliability.   

4) Competence:  Professionals strive to become experts in their field, which sets them 

apart from the rest of the pack.  Continuing your education by taking courses, attending 

seminars and attaining any related professional designations is critical (never let 

anyone take required CE for you).  Be an active member of your local REALTOR® 

association. 

5) Ethics:  Professionals adhere to a strict code of ethics. Know the Code of Ethics. 

6) Maintain Poise:  A professional must maintain poise even when facing a difficult 

situation. As an example, do not fight belligerence with belligerence.    Be civil, kind, 

ethical, honest, respectful, prepared and responsive.  Things won’t always work out in 

your favor, no matter how important you think you are!  It’s not about YOU – It’s always 

about the client. 

7) Phone Etiquette:  Your phone etiquette is an important component of your 

professional behavior. This means identifying yourself by your full name, company and 

title when you place a call – always be sure to leave your phone number if you ask for 

someone to call you back. Be sure not to dominate the conversation and listen intently 

to the other party.  Try to return your calls on the same day. Keep conversations to the 

point and do not keep someone on hold for more than 30 seconds.  Maintain a phone 

log as reference for valuable information. 

A recent article by Chris Joseph/CHRON reviewed the ten characteristics of professionalism: 

Hearst Newspapers © Copyright 2017 Hearst Newspapers, LLC 
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8) Written Correspondence:  Keep your writing brief and to the point. Your tone should 

be polite and formal without being "stuffy." This also applies to email and text 

correspondence.  Include property address in the subject line, not only the MLS 

number. Always use a professional signature (NOT TTFN – which for Tigger fans 

means TA! TA! For Now). 

9) Organizational Skills:  A professional can quickly and easily find what is needed. 

Your work area should be neat and organized, and your briefcase should contain only 

what is needed for your appointment or presentation. 

10) Accountability:  Professionals are accountable for their actions - always. If you make 

a mistake, own up to it and try to fix it if possible. Don't try to place the blame. Always 

deliver first-rate work and results.  Focus on the “win-win” rather than the “I win”. 

 

 
 
Let’s work on some of these characteristics together and how we can apply them in 

our everyday business: 

 

1. Returning phone calls:  At times our business requires lightning fast responses. 

At least our customers think so. This can be an emotionally charged business.  

Buying and selling properties, especially residential properties get to the soul 

of some people.  Many times, after the passing of the emotional storm, people 

will settle down to reason. Part of our job is to maintain a level head in the 

storm. That can be helped in large measure by responding to your fellow agents 

in a timely manner. Sometimes just a call to tell them that you have not heard 

back from your customer is good enough.  What really is the problem?  It is the 

lack of any communication at all. 

 

Lesson 1: Return phone calls as quickly as possible, even if you don’t yet have 

a complete answer. 
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2. Responding to e-mails:  Like phone calls, a lack of response begins the rage 

of the “waiting agent”. The general population has become accustomed to 

immediate responses. Whether from websites, cashiers, drive thru lanes, etc. 

We’re not immune. When a cooperating agent e-mails a question to you, please 

respond in a timely (tough to define, but 5 minutes can seem a lifetime) manner. 

If you’re away, set either an e-mail away message, have your assistant 

respond, or set up a system to notify the sender that you’ll get back to them by 

a certain time. 

 

Lesson 2: Respond to e-mails as quickly as you should phone calls. At a 

minimum set up an auto response so the sender knows you’ve received their 

message. 

 

3. Properties still listed as active when they are not.  We all know why some folks 

do this! They still want to get showings! Think about how unprofessional it looks 

though, when another agent tells a customer about your listing. The customer 

is all excited and the other Agent calls you only to be told: “It’s pending”. It’s 

also down right discourteous. 

 

If your listing has an accepted offer, even with contingencies it should be 

entered as pending. If there are serious contingencies, or doubtful to be met 

contingencies, check with your local MLS as to possible alternatives that reflect 

those conditions. 

 

Lesson 3: Tell the truth 
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4. Rudeness: Your bad day doesn’t mean you get to share it with your colleagues. 

Take a breath, think joyful thoughts, and lower the rage. Anger only begets 

anger. Staying calm during the mess is the sign of a level headed professional.   

 

Lesson 4: Chill, getting the transaction closed is the purpose in the first place. 

Making friends with each closing insures you’ll have much better tomorrows. 

 

5. Failing to show for appointments: Stuff happens, customers don’t show up on 

time, we understand. At a minimum, call the other Agent and let them know the 

circumstances. They’ve likely encountered the same situation.  If you’re running 

late because the customers have taken a longer time viewing prior listings, call 

ahead and let your colleague know. Perhaps they can’t wait and you’ll need to 

reschedule.  If your customers decided on a property just before another 

scheduled showing, let the other Agent know. 

 

Lesson 5. Communicate with your colleague. 

 

6. Sloppy paperwork: Your offers and contracts reflect a lot about you and how 

serious you take this business. Not every offer is going to be on DocuSign, e-

sign or done on a printer. You may have to hand write some. That’s OK, make 

it clear and understandable. Call the tech line at Florida REALTORS and learn 

how to prepare, send and receive documents on your smart phone or laptop.   

Check for accuracy and completeness before pressing send. If you’re new to 

the business and you’re not sure how to fill out a form or which ones to use, 

ask your Broker or Manager, if all else fails, ask the cooperating agent.   

 

Lesson 6: Take this business serious:  You’re dealing in large numbers. Be 

accurate, be certain, and check again.  
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7. Incomprehensible communication: As our nation further diversifies culturally 

and multiple languages become more the norm, be considerate of the other 

Agent’s ability to understand you.  English is our dominant national language, 

but not in all areas of Florida. Remember, we’re all in this together. If you don’t 

understand them, ask for clarification. If they don’t understand you, help them 

to understand.  

 

Lesson 7: Be respectful of our differences and close the sale. 

 

8. Failure to timely respond to offers: Silence creates a multiplicity of fears and 

ultimately anger. If you are the listing agent and you can’t locate your seller, 

just let the cooperating agent know you are trying. They in turn will let their 

customers know. Any information, even if “I don’t know” is the answer -- is better 

than silence. It’s always best from the outset to let all parties know what 

difficulties might be encountered in terms of getting answers. Whether it’s an 

initial offer, a counter offer, an inspection delay, etc. JUST COMMUNICATE. 

 

Lesson 8: Keep everyone in the loop. Keep track of your texts or e-mails. 

Remember that no one is bound to an offer until it’s accepted and that 

acceptance is communicated in WRITING TO ALL PARTIES.  

 

“One thing I find that always works best is to answer your phone or text 

immediately.  There is nothing worse than not getting an answer.  And you need 

to follow up, even if it’s an automated reply or automated request.  At the least, 

have the courtesy to respond – even if you don’t have the answer at that 

moment.  That opens the channels of communication and helps the industry as 

well as the consumer.”  Millie Kaynar 
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9. Professional Attire: You don’t have to look like a runway model. On the other 

hand, we ARE PROFESSIONALS, so look the part. Dress will vary based on 

location. In the Florida Keys -- casual is the norm, whereas in other areas it’s 

more formal. In some cases, home pricing has an impact on what you wear.  

Generally, on the commercial side it’s more suit and tie.  Remember that first 

impressions can be the most powerful.  Also, remember that you’re in real 

estate 24/7. Every time you wear your name tag or drive your car with your 

company sign or REALTOR license plate, you’re “on”.  

 

Lesson 9: Dress for success, look like a winner. Your clothing will create an 

image, what do you want it to say? 

 

10. Respect:  In many cases it seems the problem in a transaction, is not so much 

the customers, as it is the “other” agent. All of us are trying to succeed.  We’re 

trying to earn a living, take care of our families and our communities -- It’s a 

challenge to every single one of us. Don’t add to that challenge! We’re not 

graded by our IQ, we are graded by how successful we are in helping people 

to own or rent the American dream.   

 

Lesson 10: Be nice. Turn the other cheek. Bring your joy to every transaction, 

and leave others filled with joy at every opportunity. 
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Lessons We’ve Learned the Hard Way – The “Pre-Game” 

As we all know, real estate sales can be a tough profession.  Since we have just 

covered the basics of business etiquette, it is a perfect time to segue in to what we 

call the “Pre-Game”. 

As a Realtor® you are dealing with people’s family and their money.  Few things can 

create a more strongly defensive posture than when someone feels that their family 

and/or their money is not being protected.   

Even though we do this every single day, Buyers and Sellers don’t.  They have their 

own careers and often are not aware of how impactive certain actions can be when 

they are trying to purchase or sell real estate. So, let’s take a quick look at how the 

following things can kill a deal before the transaction even gets started. 

 

Bankruptcy:  At the time of this writing our economy is finally pulling out of one of the 

longest and deepest “corrections” that has ever been experienced.  Even the most 

sophisticated financial forecasters did not expect there to be such a huge drop in 

property values and the length of time it has taken to get back to the new normal.   The 

impact on our entire economy surely proved the accuracy of our Preamble to the 

CODE of ETHICS.  “Under all is the land.”  The real estate market affects every other 

market and profession that is out there.     

Because of this there are many good, decent, hardworking people who ended up filing 

bankruptcy or have credit that really took a beating.   This is not the kiss of death that 

it was in the past.   However, to illicit the help of a lender to re-establish their suitability 

for a loan, they are going to need to prove a couple of things: 

Proof that credit has been reestablished for the past 12 months to 24 months and that 

the circumstances that lead to the bankruptcy decision were impactive and largely out 

of their (the buyer’s) control.   Every single borrower will need to address any 

derogatory remarks that have shown up on their credit reports.    
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How the buyer tells their story to the underwriter can absolutely make or break a loan 

approval. It is important the buyer tell their story.      

Underwriters seem to be a very sympathetic to buyers who may have started out rocky 

and admit it and have worked hard to rebuild their credit.  An underwriter usually wants 

to make sure your mortgage or rent show a pattern of on-time payments for the last 

12-24 months and that all other obligations are being paid on time.  If this is not 

happening the buyer should stop right there! 

The buyer needs to be aware that the very person (underwriter) who is reading their 

loan application is the final decision maker on their loan approval.  Sending along a 

letter explaining things is helpful to their cause.  The letter needs to be hand-written 

(human tear stains are optional)! It is not the time to explain how it was not their fault 

that their bills were not paid in a timely manner.  The letter is the time for them to own 

up to their history and explain how they are back on track with their obligations (and 

plan to stay that way).  The goal is “little and judicious use of credit” for their future! 

 

Previous Short Sale:  Was it a deed in lieu or was it a foreclosure?  BIG 

DIFFERENCE!!  Credit scoring systems, lenders and the underwriting guidelines that 

must be followed look at these as two circumstances very differently.   Please make 

sure the action reflected on the credit report reflects what really happened.   

 

It has happened on more than one credit report where a short sale - which was a deed 

in lieu of foreclosure - was reported as a foreclosure.  This is easy to correct but the 

reporting agency must be told to correct their records.  It is either one or the other…this 

is not just someone’s opinion. If it is reported incorrectly you will want to make sure 

that it is corrected as that can often stop a loan application from going any further.   
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And while the buyer is waiting for the correction to be done, the financing clause on 

their contract has probably expired, so they could very well lose the house they love.  

Please be aware that there are three separate credit reporting agencies, and they 

need to check all three.  The information reported does not always match from one 

agency to another.      

 

Divorce:  In the state of Florida you are either married or single.  Those are the only 

two choices.   Even if the buyer or seller has not had any contact with their spouse in 

years, the fact that they are still legally a married person is going to impact the buying 

or selling process of a primary residence.  Find out in advance about their status.      

 

Did you know that to place a lien on a primary residence, both spouses must sign the 

mortgage (not the note) but the mortgage?  The mortgage is the official notification 

that there is a lien on a property.   The note is the promise to repay.  The mortgage is 

recorded in the public records, the note is not recorded.   This rule was established to 

prevent one spouse from borrowing against their home without the full knowledge of 

the other spouse.  And we all know that that hasn’t ever happened! 

  

So, the lesson here is that it is critical to deal with the marital status of a Buyer or 

Seller early in the sales process.  You don’t need to know the dirty details of their 

personal life, but you do need to know if they are married or single.   

 

You don’t want to have the title company you work with hire a notary in Mississippi to 

go into a prison and obtain the signature of a husband to sell a property (true story 

courtesy of Patti Ketcham).   
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Short Sale:  A Short Sale is a listing that is under contract.  This is one area that has 

caused a lot of heartache for Buyers, Sellers, Realtors, Appraisers, and Lenders.    

Many people tried very hard for years to keep their property even if they were upside 

down and owed more than the property would ever sell for in an open market.   

 

If it becomes apparent that a seller is going to need to sell the property and will not 

make enough money to pay off the bank -- it then becomes a short sale.  Which means 

the mortgage holder (the bank), now has a say in which offer to accept and the terms 

of that offer, because the bank holds the mortgage! 

  

This is one of the areas in real estate that you really want to make sure that YOU as 

a Realtor (and the REALTOR for the other client), know what you are doing.  It often 

takes months and months for a bank to act -- even after they have gotten an offer.  

Just as it can take months for the bank to act when the owner has gotten behind on 

their payments and initiate a foreclosure, it can take just as long or longer for the bank 

to approve an offer on a short sale.  Short sales require patience and more patience!  

 

Lenders are notorious for not having their act together in these circumstances.  Go 

check out the You Tube videos on Short Sales to get a taste of this.  In the meantime, 

you really do not want to set up false expectations for a buyer or seller.  Often a title 

company or real estate attorney can be a valuable resource for getting this to a closing 

table. 

 

Death:  When someone dies without a will, the property must often go through 

Probate.  If you are the listing agent in this type of sale, it is your responsibility to 

become informed about the time frame involved.  Be sure to ask.   
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Probate is often quite lengthy and is at a Judge’s mercy as to how long the process 

will take.  One of your best resources can be a great local real estate attorney and/or 

a title company.  If the Seller’s heirs have hired an attorney, they can often guide you 

as to what to expect in this process. Don’t be afraid to make a few calls! 

 

One important factor you need to keep in mind is that you do not want people to be 

misled or expect to close based on their needs or time table.   A sale of a property 

in probate will move at its own pace.  Having said that, there are many attorneys and 

judges who can be sympathetic to a family trying to settle an estate and a Buyer trying 

to purchase a house tied up in probate.  Again, don’t be afraid to ask for help! 

Some Buyers are willing to wait others are not and will move on.  There will not be a 

closing until the estate is settled.   As a professional (who is attuned to our customer’s 

needs), we must always be completely truthful.  Tell them what you know and tell them 

what you don’t know.  The more information you share the better.    

 

People are making life decisions based on the information you are giving them.  You 

need to be sure you are not just telling them what they want to hear, but you are telling 

them all the information you are aware of during the probate process.  

  

If the Seller did do estate planning, you will often find that the property you are listing 

is part of a Trust.  Often the sale of the property will be turned over to the Trustee or 

the Executor of the Estate.   Once again, the real estate attorney/title company that is 

handling the closing can make sure the correct documents are assembled to be able 

to close successfully.  These professionals are an integral part of your team.   

 

Our job is to keep all parties informed and to assist in any way we can.  When an 

estate is planned, it is a quicker and smoother sale than a sale in a probate situation.  

The Seller made their wishes known and sought legal counsel on how to set these 

wishes in motion prior to their death.    
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Leases:  A lease trumps an offer to purchase.  What we mean by that is, if someone 

buys a property that currently is occupied by a tenant, and the tenant has a valid lease, 

the new buyer is purchasing the property “subject to” the existing lease.  One of the 

most critical steps in this process is to request an estoppel letter from the property 

owner or manager.  This needs to be done sooner rather than later.    

 

The estoppel letter is a financial snapshot (as of a certain date) that reflects where the 

security deposit is being held, how much rent has been paid as of that date, how much 

is in arrears, and what is the financial standing of the lease(s).  Make certain this 

information is given to the buyer as soon as it is received.  The buyer must understand 

they must honor the terms of any existing leases, unless, the lease states otherwise.   

 

Code Violations:  These are decisions made on a local level by the Code 

Enforcement agency.  Often the Code Magistrate is someone with a background in 

real estate or one of its related professions.  The Code Magistrate will decide penalties 

imposed for violations, based on testimony from investigators and the property 

owners.   

If the Code Magistrate believes a fine should be imposed - that becomes a lien on the 

property.  Sometimes it is very easy to get the lien waived if there is a new purchaser 

of the property (it always depends on the community or code entity).  Most buyers do 

not want to take on a property with existing code violations.  Normally a property will 

not close without the Code Violations being dealt with prior to closing.    

 

Encroachments and Easements:  An encroachment is when a neighbor’s property 

or improvement to their property crosses over onto another neighbor’s side of their 

property line. These are often discovered when a survey is completed.   It is not 

uncommon for the Seller to be completely unaware of any existing encroachments or 

easement issues.   
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The most common encroachment seen is an existing fence that was put up years after 

an original survey was done.  This can take a few days to resolve and needs to be 

done a week or so prior to closing.   

 

Dry Closings:  In some states the closing occurs, title is transferred, but no money is 

disbursed until a few days later.  This is often referred to as a Dry Closing.  It is not 

uncommon in the western parts of the United States.   The issue occurs if the Florida 

buyer is using a lender from another area where this is common.    

Unfortunately, the out of state lender usually does not think to mention this to their 

buyer, because we have all been taught that our way is the right way.  And often the 

lender may think this is the way it is commonly done.  Before the Buyer or Seller loads 

the U-Haul and leaves it running outside the title company -- make sure that they are 

- or they are not, getting their funds.    A simple phone call to the lender or Title 

Company asking how and when they disperse funds will solve this problem.  This is 

information all parties need to have prior to the closing. As a rule, it is often a good 

idea when completing a listing agreement and again when presenting an offer, that 

the Realtor slow down and go over the date of possession and disbursement of funds.       

 

Buyer’s Remorse:  When a buyer is choosing the house they plan to make their 

“forever” home, it is a very emotional decision.  Often the buyer knows it is the right 

house when they walk in the door!  It may be the first house they see, or it may take 

30 or 40 houses before they meet the right one. And that still may not mean it is THE 

house!    

 

That first night after an offer has been made your potential buyers will begin bargaining 

with God.  They will make all kinds of promises if only they are able to get this house.   

These usually involve tithing, and increased church attendance.   
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Then once they go under contract, suddenly, a bad case of buyer’s remorse kicks in 

and the prayers and supplementations undergo a drastic change.  To make things 

worse, someone at work has told them about a house just down the street from the 

house they have under contract that just sold for several thousand dollars less than 

what they are paying.  Of course, they get all kinds of bad information!   

 

Also, if family is in the same area as their new “forever” home, family members have 

all ridden by and given their two cents worth on what needs to be done to their “forever” 

home.   And people are pointing out all the other houses the buyers did not see.   

 

This “Buyer’s Remorse” usually lasts three days. And during those same three days 

they are making loan application, perhaps even meeting the inspector at the house.  

It is a tough three days.  But, if you warn them about “Buyer’s Remorse” they will often 

call on Day 2 and say they are a mess and wonder why in the world they ever started 

this in the first place!  But by Day 4 they have “stabilized.”  This is a huge part of human 

nature and can be handled ahead of time with humor and guidance.   

Remember -- these are grown adults that have a right to make decisions on what is 

best for their family given the information and choices that you have made them aware 

of.    We often are not aware of what is going on in their lives and what factors they 

must weigh before a decision is made.   This is not about YOU! This is about the 

buyers and the sellers.  Keep your eye on the best results for all parties involved and 

the money will take care of itself.   

We do this every single day -- Buyers and Sellers do not.  What an honor and privilege 

it is to be so involved in someone’s life!   
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SHOWING PROPERTY – What’s the big deal? 

 

As stated above, the real estate industry is a big deal. For most Americans, a home 

is the most expensive purchase they’ll make in their lifetime. It’s a serious transaction 

with significant financial and emotional ramifications for all the parties involved. 

 

Showing a property is essential to the home-buying and selling process and showing 

property can be a grueling and exhausting experience for both the agent and the 

buyer(s).  Showing a home is one of THE most important times for you to exhibit your 

professional behavior, as well as leave a lasting impression on the consumer.   

There are several ways however, to make the process smoother, more productive and 

pleasant for everyone! 

Step 1: 

Once properties have been identified - take the time to verify that all the information 

currently stated in the MLS is accurate.  Information in the MLS changes!  

 

Sometimes an agent will copy incorrect information from either the time the property 

was listed before or base their input on another ‘similar’ listing in the same community. 

This does not always result in accurate representation of the actual property terms 

and conditions of sale.  

• FHA - Agents often don’t know that a property or development is not FHA 

approved. They assume that if the seller says they’ll accept FHA it’s a done 

deal. Or because another property nearby took an FHA mortgage it must stand 

to reason the property is also FHA approved. FHA approval is a complicated 

process. Communities and condo associations must apply for approval. 
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• Before you take your FHA buyer to a listing do your homework and check the 

FHA website here: https://entp.hud.gov/idapp/html/condlook.cfm.    If the name 

is not on the list, then the community or association has never been approved 

or you’ll see that its approval has expired and they did not reapply.  

 

• VA – Same scenario. Check here to see if the community is VA approved: 

https://vip.vba.va.gov/portal/VBAH/VBAHome/condopudsearch. 

  

• If the information is not stated in the MLS, then verify the approval process of 

the association or community (i.e. how long do they need to get your buyer 

approved.  If your buyer needs to be in the unit in three weeks, but the 

association needs 45 days to approve a new owner then you’ll want to cross 

that property off your showing list.  In addition, what does your buyer need to 

provide with the application, the fees (if any) and ask specifically about any 

pending assessments. You’d be surprised how many listing agents know about 

assessments but fail to mention that anywhere in the MLS. These assessments 

can be deal breakers with buyers getting financing. 

 

Step 2: 

Print your detailed copy of the MLS listing, the customer copy of the listing, and plan 

a showing route. Have a map printed and/or use a GPS gadget. A map is helpful 

because you and the buyers can then review the route taken and they can see where 

the properties are in relation to other properties, stores, restaurants etc.  

Its old school but it works. Yes, you can use your iPad or Tablet but a piece of paper 

is often just easier for everyone to see and utilize.  

 

 

https://entp.hud.gov/idapp/html/condlook.cfm
https://vip.vba.va.gov/portal/VBAH/VBAHome/condopudsearch
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Step 3: 

READ the SHOWING INSTRUCTIONS as listed in the MLS. Unless they are absent 

or vague this should be your guide for setting up the appointment. READ the listing 

agent’s remarks in the MLS listing carefully regarding the showing instructions, before 

making an appointment for a showing.   

➢ If it says, “VACANT on Lockbox no appointment needed” then you do NOT 

need to call the listing agent.  Regardless of what the showing instructions state 

ALWAYS, ALWAYS knock or ring the bell before entering. ANNOUNCE 

yourself loudly before proceeding into the property. Vacant isn’t always vacant. 

Sellers have let friends/relatives live or stay in the property, surprise! They’ve 

rented it out without telling the listing agent – yes, that has, does, and will 

happen. 

 

➢ Give yourself a window of time for getting to the property. Your buyers may 

linger in one property longer than another. And, unless you’re looking at several 

units in the same building/community/development you may encounter traffic 

delays or a backed-up line at the security gate. Allow for these issues rather 

than scramble and rush at the last minute to hurry to a next appointment. 

 

➢ If there is a gate code or an alarm code be sure to get the numbers straight as 

well as the steps to disengage and reengage the alarm(s.) Ask who to call or 

what to do if the alarm goes off while you’re entering or departing the property. 

This will happen, so be prepared!  It can be scary and frustrating for everyone!  

 

➢ If the property listing agent is using a numeric key-box be sure to re-verify the 

numbers.  

 

➢ DO NOT EVER GIVE THE CODES TO THE BUYER(S) and be sure to keep 

these codes private. Never allow buyers access to a property without you. 
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➢ If there is a clubhouse, restaurant or other amenities be sure you know where 

they are located, hours of operation and build time into the showing for visiting 

these features. These can be strong selling points, don’t rush in & out – let the 

property speak for itself. Usually you can obtain a copy of the current newsletter 

or newspaper of the community in a lobby or clubhouse, with information of 

interest to your buyers. They may be able to talk to the CAM or manager, meet 

other residents and really get a feel of what it’s like to live there. 

 

Step 4: 

WHAT IF YOUR BUYERS HATE THE LOCATION (or whatever else) and don’t want 

to look at any more properties that you’ve scheduled to show?   

• STOP – You are a business professional, do not forget that! Take a minute, 

pull over and either CANCEL online with the showing service or call the agent 

and let her/him know you won’t be coming by with your buyers. Realize that 

many houses are owner-occupied. The sellers have been given strict 

instructions to vacate for the showing (and listing agents really hope they’re 

obeying!) but they may be only as far as walking down the block with ‘Fluffy’ 

their 15-year old poodle. It’s HOT all the time in Florida. Take the time to cancel 

so anyone waiting for you can go back home! IF YOU HAVE SCHEDULED A 

SHOWING and ARE NOT GOING TO GO TO THE PROPERTY – YOU MUST 

CANCEL!  
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Step 5: 

WHO WANTS TO KNOW? Feedback and comments are essential to the listing agent 

and the seller(s.) Take the 2 minutes required and answer the questions on the 

automatic feedback request form or reply to the agent’s email. One day you’ll be the 

listing agent getting a call 3 seconds after the showing agent has left the building 

wanting to know ‘what did they think’, ‘did they like it?’ 

Responding with ‘well if they liked it we would’ve sent you a contract’ is not only rude 

it’s unprofessional and not very helpful. Our success as REALTORS® depends upon 

our ability to work with each other. And the agent you ignore, or disrespect will be the 

one you’ve got to do a deal with in a month or, worse he’s sitting next to you at the 

next breakfast.  

 

LOGISTICS: 

Have a folder prepared for the buyers. On the right-side pocket are the listings in order 

you are going to visit. After each viewing – before leaving the property – ask the 

buyer(s) to rate or rank the property on a scale of 1-5 

1 Means: NO WAY  

2 Means: MAYBE but probably not 

3 Means: POSSIBLY acceptable if nothing better is on the market 

4 Means: STRONG candidate for an offer 

5 Means: THIS IS IT! Write it up right now in the car!!!  

Also, ask them to make a note about what specifically they liked, loved, hated, or 

loathed about each property. This will be an invaluable tool when no one can 

remember the house they thought they loved but which also had the pink Flamingos 

all over the guest bathroom and the green countertops in the kitchen. 
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Make similar notes on your print out to remind yourself which was which when 

discussing these houses/condos later with the buyers. Don’t forget to make a note or 

two for your feedback remarks. 

Once they’ve made their notes -- Any property rated 3 or below should be REMOVED 

from their folder.  Fold the paper in half and put it in YOUR folder. Gone, probably to 

be forgotten and therefore not hanging around to add more confusion to the decision-

making process. Rinse & repeat until you’ve seen not more than 5 properties in one 

outing.  

 

Remember to bring: 

• Your Business Cards (Leave on the kitchen counter.  This is not the time to 

advertise yourself as a better listing agent – just your card will do.) 

• Water for everyone (water isn’t optional, especially in Florida) 

• Snacks – this is your choice – be mindful of the mess in your car this may make 

and of course -- find out about allergy issues folks may have 

• WD-40 (you will thank us one day) 

• Hand Sanitizer 

• Flashlight 

• Umbrellas 

• First Aid Kit 

• Flares 

• Paper Towels 

• Pens & extra paper or a notepad 

• Small garbage bags 

KNOW the location of bathrooms available on your route. Your buyers may want or 

need to use a restroom but are prohibited from using the ones inside the property. 
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REMIND everyone that taking pictures is not allowed without the listing agent’s 

permission from the seller. That goes for you, too. No FaceTime, No Snapchat, No 

Instagram, no nothing unless it’s your listing and the seller has given you permission 

to do this!  

CAUTION buyers not to post anything specific on social media about their search for 

the perfect property (except, of course, to rave about how fantastic their agent (you) 

is and what a pleasure it is working with you!) – Sellers may read positive (or worse, 

negative) comments and this may put the buyer at a disadvantage when negotiations 

begin in earnest. And, be mindful of making disparaging remarks period – the buyers 

& you, too!  

ASK buyers to keep any children from touching, moving or playing with items within 

the property.  

ALERT buyers if there are cameras with or without sound in or about the property and 

remind them that they are being recorded and to not jeopardize their position by 

expressions, gestures or comments. 

DO NOT change the air temp, flush the toilets, turn on the water, run the electric 

shutters up & down, touch the mechanicals or switches for appliances etc.  Do not 

attempt to enter locked rooms & especially DO NOT GO UP INTO THE ATTIC!  

REMIND buyers that everything in question can and should be addressed by the 

qualified professional and a qualified home inspector. 

REMEMBER to lock, close, fasten all doors & windows per the instructions. Be aware 

of any pets and be very careful not to lock them in or out per the directions from the 

listing. Turn off all lights, unless told not to do so. Leave the property exactly how you 

found it. Remember to return all keys to the lock box.  When you show a property, you 

are being entrusted with the security of the home. 
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Most important:  If you approach or enter a property and find anything in or around the 

property that is concerning or in contradiction to the listing – STOP! Call the listing 

agent immediately and report the situation, ask for direction on how to proceed.  

All we have as real estate professionals is our good name and reputation. Buyers & 

Sellers come and go, but we REALTORS® are a family and will be working together 

for years and years to come. How you behave not just with your customers but with 

your peers can make or break your career!   

Please be sure to refer to the PROPERTY SHOWING PROCTOL sheet in the 

appendix for more information.  Now – go Show & Sell some property!  

We now will now move on to:  Professional Standards, Ethics Complaints & Arbitration 

Requests. 

Professional Standards & You – Ethics Complaints & Arbitration Requests 

The first role of Professional Standards within the National Association of Realtors and 

local boards and associations is to deal with professionally based, ethics related 

complaints involving active REALTORS® of a local board or association regarding a 

potential violation of the Code of Ethics as set forth by the National Association of 

Realtors®. 

Professional Standards Ethics complaints do not deal with any monetary award or 

compensation, as a local board or association is not empowered to make any sort of 

financial restitution regarding ethics matters.  For example, if the issue involves the 

enforcement of a civil matter for the payment of money, an attorney engaged in the 

private practice of law must be consulted – the dispute can’t be resolved via the filing 

of an ethics complaint. 

The Code of Ethics imposes duties above (and in addition to) those imposed by law, 

and specifically apply only to REALTORS®.  The Code of Ethics is a criterion of 

excellence that sets a realistic standard of performance that all REALTOR® members 

swear to uphold once they become a member of a local board or association and 
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serve real estate professionals by prohibiting certain conduct and setting clear 

guidelines for what is and is not acceptable behavior.  

 

The Code describes the optimum performance expected from REALTORS® and 

imposes an obligation not only to adhere to high standards of ethical conduct, but also 

for REALTOR® members to become and remain informed, knowledgeable and 

competent. 

 

NAR’s belief in the importance of understanding The Code of Ethics is underscored 

by the requirement of ethics training once every two years as of January 1, 2017. 

This Biennial Ethics Training is required of every REALTOR® as a condition of 

membership. Each local REALTOR® association is responsible for ensuring its 

members have access to and complete this training. 

 

Local boards and associations assist in the process to determine if one or more of the 

articles with the Code of Ethics have been violated – not if the law or real estate statute 

have been violated or broken.  Only the courts can determine if the law has been 

broken and only the Florida Real Estate Commission can determine if any real estate 

regulations have been violated. 

 

Local boards and associations can only accept and process paperwork on the filing of 

a professionally based, ethics related complaint that deals with the potential violation 

of one or more of the articles within the Code of Ethics.  If a violation of one of more 

of the articles in the Code of Ethics is found, the result could be some sort of 

disciplinary action being taken against the member involved and would only affect 

their membership in the local board or Association.  It does not affect their license with 

the state, as a local board or association is unable to suspend or revoke a real estate 

professional’s license. 
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The second role of Professional Standards within the National Association of Realtors 

and local boards and associations is to manage the filing of Requests for Arbitration.   

While an ethics complaint charges a potential violation of one or more of the articles 

within the Code of Ethics, a request for arbitration asks a local board or association to 

resolve a dispute through arbitration.  A Request for Arbitration usually involves a 

controversy as to the entitlement of a commission between agencies (BUT NOT 

BETWEEN AN AGENT AND THEIR BROKER).   

 

IMPORTANT: Please note that both REALTORS® and members of the public who 

are natural persons (not corporate entities) may file a Grievance. Only Brokers who 

are REALTOR® members may file a Request for Arbitration. 

 

 

GRIEVANCE AND PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS COMMITTEE  

The Inside Story-The Grievance Committee 

 

Each local association has a Grievance Committee which acts as the clearinghouse 

for all ethics-related complaints and arbitration requests filed with the association. The 

Grievance Committee is charged with the preliminary evaluation and assessment of 

the complaint or the arbitration request and determines whether it should be 

dismissed, scheduled for a hearing by an ethics hearing panel by the Professional 

Standards Committee, or considered for arbitration.  

 

The Grievance Committee reviews the content and documentation of a potential ethics 

complaint and answers a key question: “If the allegations in the complaint are taken 

as true on their face, is it possible a violation of the Code of Ethics occurred?”  

 

The Grievance Committee also reviews the content and documentation of a Request 

for Arbitration and answers a key question: “If the allegations in the request for 

arbitration are taken as true on their face, is it possible that arbitration is warranted?” 
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The Grievance Committee neither requests nor does it review a respondent’s rebuttal 

or evidence.  It merely takes the complaint as submitted.  It is not the function of the 

Grievance Committee to hold hearings or to attempt to determine if the charges are 

true or false. 

 

 

The Inside Story-The Professional Standards Committee 

The Professional Standards Committee of an association or board is made up of 

members who have shown a clear understanding of the Code of Ethics. Since anyone 

can file an ethics complaint against a REALTOR®, including consumers, the 

Professional Standards Committee needs to be large enough to have a pool to draw 

from for both ethics allegations and arbitration requests.  

 

The function of the Professional Standards Committee is like the court. The committee 

hears and adjudicates complaints that are forwarded to it by the Grievance 

Committee. As stated above, these complaints can involve ethics violations or 

arbitration requests. 

 

Layout of Code of Ethics 

The REALTOR® Code of Ethics begins with a preamble. The preamble establishes 

the aspirations of the Code of Ethics. These aspirations are the basis for professional 

REALTOR® conduct. 

The preamble reads as follows: 

Preamble 

“Under all is the land. Upon its wise utilization and widely allocated ownership depend 

the survival and growth of free institutions and of our civilization. REALTORS® should 

recognize that the interests of the nation and its citizens require the highest and best 

use of the land and the widest distribution of land ownership.  
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They require the creation of adequate housing, the building of functioning cities, the 

development of productive industries and farms, and the preservation of a healthful 

environment. 

Such interests impose obligations beyond those of ordinary commerce. They impose 

grave social responsibility and a patriotic duty to which REALTORS® should dedicate 

themselves, and for which they should be diligent in preparing themselves. 

REALTORS®, therefore, are zealous to maintain and improve the standards of their 

calling and share with their fellow REALTORS® a common responsibility for its 

integrity and honor. 

In recognition and appreciation of their obligations to clients, customers, the public, 

and each other, REALTORS® continuously strive to become and remain informed on 

issues affecting real estate and, as knowledgeable professionals, they willingly share 

the fruit of their experience and study with others.  

They identify and take steps, through enforcement of this Code of Ethics and by 

assisting appropriate regulatory bodies, to eliminate practices which may damage the 

public or which might discredit or bring dishonor to the real estate profession. 

REALTORS® having direct personal knowledge of conduct that may violate the Code 

of Ethics involving misappropriation of client or customer funds or property, willful 

discrimination, or fraud resulting in substantial economic harm, bring such matters to 

the attention of the appropriate Board or Association of REALTORS®. (Amended 1/00) 

Realizing that cooperation with other real estate professionals promotes the best 

interests of those who utilize their services, REALTORS® urge exclusive 

representation of clients; do not attempt to gain any unfair advantage over their 

competitors; and they refrain from making unsolicited comments about other 

practitioners. In instances where their opinion is sought, or where REALTORS® 

believe that comment is necessary, their opinion is offered in an objective, 

professional manner, uninfluenced by any personal motivation or potential advantage 

or gain. 
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The term REALTOR® has come to connote competency, fairness, and high integrity 

resulting from adherence to a lofty ideal of moral conduct in business relations. No 

inducement of profit and no instruction from clients ever can justify departure from this 

ideal. 

In the interpretation of this obligation, REALTORS® can take no safer guide than that 

which has been handed down through the centuries, embodied in the Golden Rule, 

“Whatsoever ye would that others should do to you, do ye even so to them.” 

Accepting this standard as their own, REALTORS® pledge to observe its spirit in all 

their activities whether conducted personally, through associates or others, or via 

technological means, and to conduct their business in accordance with the tenets set 

forth below. (Amended 1/07)”  

 

Following the preamble within The Code of Ethics and Arbitration Manual (CEAM) are 

individual Articles, divided into three sections: 

 

• ARTICLES 1 through 9  Duties to Clients and Customers 

• ARTICLES 10 through 14  Duties to Public 

• ARTICLES 15 through 17  Duties to REALTORS® 

 

A Broad Overview of the Articles of the Code of Ethics 

Article 1 Protect and promote your client’s interests but be honest with all parties. 

Article 2 Avoid exaggeration, misrepresentation and concealment of pertinent facts. Do not 
reveal facts that are confidential under the scope of your agency relationship. 

Article 3 Cooperate with other real estate professionals to advance client’s best interests. 

Article 4 When buying or selling, make your position in the transaction or interest known. 

Article 5 Disclose present or contemplated interest in any property to all parties. 

Article 6 Avoid side deals without client’s informed consent. 
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Article 7 Accept compensation from only one party, except with full disclosure and informed 
consent. 

Article 8 Keep the funds of clients and customers in escrow. 

Article 9 Assure, whenever possible, that transactional details are in writing. 

Article 10 Provide equal service to all clients and customers. 

Article 11 Be knowledgeable and competent in the fields of practice in which you ordinarily 
engage. Obtain assistance or disclose lack of experience if necessary. 

Article 12 Present a true picture in advertising and other public representations. 

Article 13 Do not engage in the unauthorized practice of law. 

Article 14 Be a willing participant in code enforcement procedures. 

Article 15 Ensure that your comments about other real estate professionals are truthful and not 
misleading. 

Article 16 Respect the agency relationship and other exclusive relationships recognized by law 
that other REALTORS® have with their clients. 

Article 17 Arbitrate contractual and specific non-contractual disputes with other REALTORS® 
and with your clients. 

[Source:  CEAM] 

NOTE:  for purposes of this Course, the words “client” and “customer” are used 

interchangeably for illustrative purposes and are not meant to define agency or 

fiduciary relationships between Brokers, Broker-Associates, Sales-Associates, 

customers and/or clients. 

 

What are some of the more frequently violated Articles in the Code of Ethics?  In a 

recent telephone survey of local association professional standards coordinators, they 

shared the most frequently violated Articles in the Code of Ethics to be:  Article One, 

Article Twelve, Article Sixteen, followed by Article Two, and Article Three. 

 

Let’s look at each one of these Articles starting with Article One: 

Article One:   When representing a buyer, seller, landlord, tenant, or other client as 

an agent, REALTORS® pledge themselves to protect and promote the interests of 

their client. This obligation to the client is primary, but it does not relieve REALTORS® 

of their obligation to treat all parties honestly.  
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When serving a buyer, seller, landlord, tenant or other party in a non-agency capacity, 

REALTORS® remain obligated to treat all parties honestly. (Amended 1/01)  

• Standard of Practice 1-1.  REALTORS®, when acting as principals in a real 

estate transaction, remain obligated by the duties imposed by the Code of 

Ethics. (Amended 1/93) 

• Standard of Practice 1-2.  The duties imposed by the Code of Ethics 

encompass all real estate-related activities and transactions whether 

conducted in person, electronically, or through any other means.  The duties 

the Code of Ethics imposes are applicable whether REALTORS® are acting as 

agents or in legally recognized non-agency capacities…. 

As used in this Code of Ethics, “client” means the person(s) or entity(ies) with 

whom a REALTOR® or a REALTOR®’s firm has an agency or legally 

recognized non-agency relationship; “customer” means a party to a real estate 

transaction who receives information, services, or benefits but has no 

contractual relationship with the REALTOR® or the REALTOR®’s firm; 

“prospect” means a purchaser, seller, tenant, or landlord who is not subject to 

a representation relationship with the REALTOR® or REALTOR®’s firm;  

“agent” means a real estate licensee (including brokers and sales associates) 

acting in an agency relationship as defined by state law or regulation; and 

“broker” means a real estate licensee (including brokers and sales associates) 

acting as an agent or in a legally recognized non-agency capacity. (Adopted 

1/95, Amended 1/07) 

• Standard of Practice 1-3.  REALTORS®, in attempting to secure a listing, shall 

not deliberately mislead the owner as to market value. 
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• Standard of Practice 1-4.  REALTORS®, when seeking to become a 

buyer/tenant representative, shall not mislead buyers or tenants as to savings 

or other benefits that might be realized through use of the REALTOR®’s 

services. (Amended 1/93) 

• Standard of Practice 1-5.  REALTORS® may represent the seller/landlord and 

buyer/tenant in the same transaction only after full disclosure to and with 

informed consent of both parties. (Adopted 1/93) 

• Standard of Practice 1-6.  REALTORS® shall submit offers and counter-offers 

objectively and as quickly as possible. (Adopted 1/93, Amended 1/95) 

• Standard of Practice 1-7.  When acting as listing brokers, REALTORS® shall 

continue to submit to the seller/landlord all offers and counter-offers until 

closing or execution of a lease unless the seller/landlord has waived this 

obligation in writing. REALTORS® shall not be obligated to continue to market 

the property after an offer has been accepted by the seller/landlord. 

REALTORS® shall recommend that sellers/landlords obtain the advice of legal 

counsel prior to acceptance of a subsequent offer except where the acceptance 

is contingent on the termination of the pre-existing purchase contract or lease. 

(Amended 1/93) 

• Standard of Practice 1-8.  REALTORS®, acting as agents or brokers of 

buyers/tenants, shall submit to buyers/tenants all offers and counter-offers until 

acceptance but have no obligation to continue to show properties to their clients 

after an offer has been accepted unless otherwise agreed in writing. 

REALTORS®, acting as agents or brokers of buyers/tenants, shall recommend 

that buyers/tenants obtain the advice of legal counsel if there is a question as 

to whether a pre-existing contract has been terminated. (Adopted 1/93, 

Amended 1/99) 
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• Standard of Practice 1-9.  The obligation of REALTORS® to preserve 

confidential information (as defined by state law) provided by their clients in the 

course of any agency relationship or non-agency relationship recognized by 

law continues after termination of agency relationships or any non-agency 

relationships recognized by law. REALTORS® shall not knowingly, during or 

following the termination of professional relationships with their clients: 

1. reveal confidential information of clients; or 

2. use confidential information of clients to the disadvantage of clients; or 

3. use confidential information of clients for the REALTOR®’s advantage or 

the advantage of third parties unless:  

a) clients consent after full disclosure; or 

b) REALTORS® are required by court order; or 

c) it is the intention of a client to commit a crime and the information 

is necessary to prevent the crime; or 

d) it is necessary to defend a REALTOR® or the REALTOR®’s 

employees or associates against an accusation of wrongful conduct. 

Information concerning latent material defects is not considered confidential 

information under this Code of Ethics. (Adopted 1/93, Amended 1/01) 

• Standard of Practice 1-10. REALTORS® shall, consistent with the terms and 

conditions of their real estate licensure and their property management 

agreement, competently manage the property of clients with due regard for the 

rights, safety and health of tenants and others lawfully on the premises. 

(Adopted 1/95, Amended 1/00) 
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• Standard of Practice 1-11.  REALTORS® who are employed to maintain or 

manage a client’s property shall exercise due diligence and make reasonable 

efforts to protect it against reasonably foreseeable contingencies and losses. 

(Adopted 1/95) 

• Standard of Practice 1-12.  When entering into listing contracts, REALTORS® 

must advise sellers/landlords of: 

1. the REALTOR®’s company policies regarding cooperation and the 

amount(s) of any compensation that will be offered to subagents, 

buyer/tenant agents, and/or brokers acting in legally recognized non-

agency capacities; 

2. the fact that buyer/tenant agents or brokers, even if compensated by listing 

brokers, or by sellers/landlords may represent the interests of 

buyers/tenants; and 

3. any potential for listing brokers to act as disclosed dual agents, e.g. 

buyer/tenant agents. (Adopted 1/93, Renumbered 1/98, Amended 1/03) 

• Standard of Practice 1-13.  When entering into buyer/tenant agreements, 

REALTORS® must advise potential clients of: 

1. the REALTOR®’s company policies regarding cooperation; 

2. the amount of compensation to be paid by the client; 

3. the potential for additional or offsetting compensation from other brokers, 

from the seller or landlord, or from other parties; 

4. any potential for the buyer/tenant representative to act as a disclosed dual 

agent, e.g. listing broker, subagent, landlord’s agent, etc., and 

5. the possibility that sellers or sellers' representatives may not treat the 

existence, terms, or conditions of offers as confidential unless confidentiality 

is required by law, regulation, or by any confidentiality agreement between 

the parties. (Adopted 1/93, Renumbered 1/98, Amended 1/06) 
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• Standard of Practice 1-14.  Fees for preparing appraisals or other valuations 

shall not be contingent upon the amount of the appraisal or valuation. (Adopted 

1/02) 

• Standard of Practice 1-15.  REALTORS®, in response to inquiries from buyers 

or cooperating brokers shall, with the sellers’ approval, disclose the existence 

of offers on the property. Where disclosure is authorized, REALTORS® shall 

also disclose, if asked, whether offers were obtained by the listing licensee, 

another licensee in the listing firm, or by a cooperating broker. (Adopted 1/03, 

Amended 1/09) 

• Standard of Practice 1-16.  REALTORS® shall not use, or permit or enable 

others to use, listed or managed property on terms or conditions other than 

those authorized by the owner or seller. (Adopted 1/12) 

 

CLASS DISCUSSION – ARTICLE ONE CASE OVERVIEW 

 

 

Article Sixteen:  REALTORS® shall not engage in any practice or take any action 

inconsistent with exclusive representation or exclusive brokerage relationship 

agreements that other REALTORS® have with clients. (Amended 1/04)  

• Standard of Practice 16-1.  Article 16 is not intended to prohibit aggressive or 

innovative business practices which are otherwise ethical and does not prohibit 

disagreements with other REALTORS® involving commission, fees, 

compensation or other forms of payment or expenses. (Adopted 1/93, 

Amended 1/95) 

• Standard of Practice 16-2.  Article 16 does not preclude REALTORS® from 

making general announcements to prospects describing their services and the 

terms of their availability even though some recipients may have entered into 

agency agreements or other exclusive relationships with another REALTOR®.  
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A general telephone canvass, general mailing or distribution addressed to all 

prospects in a geographical area or in a given profession, business, club, or 

organization, or other classification or group is deemed “general” for purposes 

of this standard. (Amended 1/04) 

Article 16 is intended to recognize as unethical two basic types of solicitations: 

First, telephone or personal solicitations of property owners who have been 

identified by a real estate sign, multiple listing compilation, or other information 

service as having exclusively listed their property with another REALTOR®, and 

Second, mail or other forms of written solicitations of prospects whose 

properties are exclusively listed with another REALTOR® when such 

solicitations are not part of a general mailing but are directed specifically to 

property owners identified through compilations of current listings, “for sale” or 

“for rent” signs, or other sources of information required by Article 3 and 

Multiple Listing Service rules to be made available to other REALTORS® under 

offers of sub-agency or cooperation. (Amended 1/04) 

• Standard of Practice 16-3.  Article 16 does not preclude REALTORS® from 

contacting the client of another broker for the purpose of offering to provide, or 

entering into a contract to provide, a different type of real estate service 

unrelated to the type of service currently being provided (e.g., property 

management as opposed to brokerage) or from offering the same type of 

service for property not subject to other brokers’ exclusive agreements. 

However, information received through a Multiple Listing Service or any other 

offer of cooperation may not be used to target clients of other REALTORS® to 

whom such offers to provide services may be made. (Amended 1/04) 
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• Standard of Practice 16-4.  REALTORS® shall not solicit a listing which is 

currently listed exclusively with another broker. However, if the listing broker, 

when asked by the REALTOR®, refuses to disclose the expiration date and 

nature of such listing; i.e., an exclusive right to sell, an exclusive agency, open 

listing, or other form of contractual agreement between the listing broker and 

the client, the REALTOR® may contact the owner to secure such information 

and may discuss the terms upon which the REALTOR® might take a future 

listing or, alternatively, may take a listing to become effective upon expiration 

of any existing exclusive listing. (Amended 1/94) 

• Standard of Practice 16-5.  REALTORS® shall not solicit buyer/tenant 

agreements from buyers/tenants who are subject to exclusive buyer/tenant 

agreements. 

However, if asked by a REALTOR®, the broker refuses to disclose the 

expiration date of the exclusive buyer/tenant agreement, the REALTOR® may 

contact the buyer/tenant to secure such information and may discuss the terms 

upon which the REALTOR® might enter into a future buyer/tenant agreement 

or, alternatively, may enter into a buyer/tenant agreement to become effective 

upon the expiration of any existing exclusive buyer/tenant agreement. (Adopted 

1/94, Amended 1/98) 

• Standard of Practice 16-6.  When REALTORS® are contacted by the client of 

another REALTOR® regarding the creation of an exclusive relationship to 

provide the same type of service, and REALTORS® have not directly or 

indirectly initiated such discussions, they may discuss the terms upon which 

they might enter into a future agreement or, alternatively, may enter into an 

agreement which becomes effective upon expiration of any existing exclusive 

agreement. (Amended 1/98) 
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• Standard of Practice 16-7.  The fact that a prospect has retained a REALTOR® 

as an exclusive representative or exclusive broker in one or more past 

transactions does not preclude other REALTORS® from seeking such 

prospect’s future business. (Amended 1/04) 

• Standard of Practice 16-8.  The fact that an exclusive agreement has been 

entered into with a REALTOR® shall not preclude or inhibit any other 

REALTOR® from entering into a similar agreement after the expiration of the 

prior agreement. (Amended 1/98) 

• Standard of Practice 16-9.  REALTORS®, prior to entering into a representation 

agreement, have an affirmative obligation to make reasonable efforts to 

determine whether the prospect is subject to a current, valid exclusive 

agreement to provide the same type of real estate service. (Amended 1/04) 

• Standard of Practice 16-10.  REALTORS®, acting as buyer or tenant 

representatives or brokers, shall disclose that relationship to the 

seller/landlord’s representative or broker at first contact and shall provide 

written confirmation of that disclosure to the seller/landlord’s representative or 

broker not later than execution of a purchase agreement or lease. (Amended 

1/04) 

• Standard of Practice 16-11.  On unlisted property, REALTORS® acting as 

buyer/tenant representatives or brokers shall disclose that relationship to the 

seller/landlord at first contact for that buyer/tenant and shall provide written 

confirmation of such disclosure to the seller/landlord not later than execution of 

any purchase or lease agreement. (Amended 1/04) 

REALTORS® shall make any request for anticipated compensation from the 

seller/ landlord at first contact. (Amended 1/98) 
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• Standard of Practice 16-12.  REALTORS®, acting as representatives or brokers 

of sellers/landlords or as subagents of listing brokers, shall disclose that 

relationship to buyers/tenants as soon as practicable and shall provide written 

confirmation of such disclosure to buyers/tenants not later than execution of 

any purchase or lease agreement. (Amended 1/04) 

• Standard of Practice 16-13.  All dealings concerning property exclusively listed, 

or with buyer/tenants who are subject to an exclusive agreement shall be 

carried on with the client’s representative or broker, and not with the client, 

except with the consent of the client’s representative or broker or except where 

such dealings are initiated by the client. 

Before providing substantive services (such as writing a purchase offer or 

presenting a CMA) to prospects, REALTORS® shall ask prospects whether 

they are a party to any exclusive representation agreement.  

REALTORS® shall not knowingly provide substantive services concerning a 

prospective transaction to prospects who are parties to exclusive 

representation agreements, except with the consent of the prospects’ exclusive 

representatives or at the direction of prospects. (Adopted 1/93, Amended 1/04) 

• Standard of Practice 16-14.  REALTORS® are free to enter into contractual 

relationships or to negotiate with sellers/landlords, buyers/tenants or others 

who are not subject to an exclusive agreement but shall not knowingly obligate 

them to pay more than one commission except with their informed consent. 

(Amended 1/98) 

• Standard of Practice 16-15.  In cooperative transactions REALTORS® shall 

compensate cooperating REALTORS® (principal brokers) and shall not 

compensate nor offer to compensate, directly or indirectly, any of the sales 

licensees employed by or affiliated with other REALTORS® without the prior 

express knowledge and consent of the cooperating broker. 
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• Standard of Practice 16-16.  REALTORS®, acting as subagents or buyer/tenant 

representatives or brokers, shall not use the terms of an offer to purchase/lease 

to attempt to modify the listing broker’s offer of compensation to subagents or 

buyer/tenant representatives or brokers nor make the submission of an 

executed offer to purchase/lease contingent on the listing broker’s agreement 

to modify the offer of compensation. (Amended 1/04) 

• Standard of Practice 16-17.  REALTORS®, acting as subagents or as 

buyer/tenant representatives or brokers, shall not attempt to extend a listing 

broker’s offer of cooperation and/or compensation to other brokers without the 

consent of the listing broker. (Amended 1/04) 

• Standard of Practice 16-18.  REALTORS® shall not use information obtained 

from listing brokers through offers to cooperate made through multiple listing 

services or through other offers of cooperation to refer listing brokers’ clients to 

other brokers or to create buyer/tenant relationships with listing brokers’ clients, 

unless such use is authorized by listing brokers. (Amended 1/02) 

• Standard of Practice 16-19.  Signs giving notice of property for sale, rent, lease, 

or exchange shall not be placed on property without consent of the 

seller/landlord. (Amended 1/93) 

• Standard of Practice 16-20.  REALTORS®, prior to or after their relationship 

with their current firm is terminated, shall not induce clients of their current firm 

to cancel exclusive contractual agreements between the client and that firm. 

This does not preclude REALTORS® (principals) from establishing agreements 

with their associated licensees governing assignability of exclusive 

agreements. (Adopted 1/98, Amended 1/10) 

CLASS DISCUSSION – ARTICLE SIXTEEN CASE OVERVIEW 
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Article Twelve:  REALTORS® shall be honest and truthful in their real estate 

communications and shall present a true picture in their advertising, marketing, and 

other representations. REALTORS® shall ensure that their status as real estate 

professionals is readily apparent in their advertising, marketing, and other 

representations, and that the recipients of all real estate communications are, or have 

been, notified that those communications are from a real estate professional. 

(Amended 1/08)  

• Standard of Practice 12-1.  REALTORS® may use the term “free” and similar 

terms in their advertising and in other representations provided that all terms 

governing availability of the offered product or service are clearly disclosed at 

the same time. (Amended 1/97) 

• Standard of Practice 12-2.  REALTORS® may represent their services as “free” 

or without cost even if they expect to receive compensation from a source other 

than their client provided that the potential for the REALTOR® to obtain a benefit 

from a third party is clearly disclosed at the same time. (Amended 1/97) 

• Standard of Practice 12-3.  The offering of premiums, prizes, merchandise 

discounts or other inducements to list, sell, purchase, or lease is not, in itself, 

unethical even if receipt of the benefit is contingent on listing, selling, 

purchasing, or leasing through the REALTOR® making the offer. However, 

REALTORS® must exercise care and candor in any such advertising or other 

public or private representations so that any party interested in receiving or 

otherwise benefiting from the REALTOR®’s offer will have clear, thorough, 

advance understanding of all the terms and conditions of the offer. The offering 

of any inducements to do business is subject to the limitations and restrictions 

of state law and the ethical obligations established by any applicable Standard 

of Practice. (Amended 1/95) 
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• Standard of Practice 12-4.  REALTORS® shall not offer for sale/lease or 

advertise property without authority. When acting as listing brokers or as 

subagents, REALTORS® shall not quote a price different from that agreed upon 

with the seller/landlord. (Amended 1/93) 

• Standard of Practice 12-5.  REALTORS® shall not advertise nor permit any 

person employed by or affiliated with them to advertise real estate services or 

listed property in any medium (e.g., electronically, print, radio, television, etc.) 

without disclosing the name of that REALTOR®’s firm in a reasonable and 

readily apparent manner either in the advertisement or in electronic advertising 

via a link to a display with all required disclosures. (Adopted 11/86, Amended 

1/16) 

• Standard of Practice 12-6.  REALTORS®, when advertising unlisted real 

property for sale/lease in which they have an ownership interest, shall disclose 

their status as both owners/landlords and as REALTORS® or real estate 

licensees. (Amended 1/93) 

• Standard of Practice 12-7.  Only REALTORS® who participated in the 

transaction as the listing broker or cooperating broker (selling broker) may 

claim to have “sold” the property. Prior to closing, a cooperating broker may 

post a “sold” sign only with the consent of the listing broker. (Amended 1/96) 

• Standard of Practice 12-8.  The obligation to present a true picture in 

representations to the public includes information presented, provided, or 

displayed on REALTOR®’s websites. REALTORS® shall use reasonable efforts 

to ensure that information on their websites is current. When it becomes 

apparent that information on a REALTOR®’s website is no longer current or 

accurate, REALTORS® shall promptly take corrective action. (Adopted 1/07) 
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• Standard of Practice 12-9.  REALTOR® firm websites shall disclose the firm’s 

name and state(s) of licensure in a reasonable and readily apparent manner.   

Websites of REALTORS® and non-member licensees affiliated with a 

REALTOR® firm shall disclose the firm’s name and that REALTOR®’s or non-

member licensee’s state(s) of licensure in a reasonable and readily apparent 

manner. (Adopted 1/07) 

• Standard of Practice 12-10.  REALTOR®’s obligation to present a true picture 

in their advertising and representations to the public includes Internet content 

posted, and the URLs and domain names they use, and prohibits REALTORS® 

from: 

1. engaging in deceptive or unauthorized framing of real estate brokerage 

websites; 

2. manipulating (e.g., presenting content developed by others) listing and 

other content in any way that produces a deceptive or misleading result; 

3. deceptively using metatags, keywords or other devices/methods to 

direct, drive, or divert Internet traffic; or 

4. presenting content developed by others without either attribution or 

without permission, or 

5. otherwise misleading consumers, including use of misleading images. 

(Adopted 1/07, Amended 1/18) 

• Standard of Practice 12-11.  REALTORS® intending to share or sell consumer 

information gathered via the Internet shall disclose that possibility in a 

reasonable and readily apparent manner. (Adopted 1/07) 

• Standard of Practice 12-12.  REALTORS® shall not: 

1. use URLs or domain names that present less than a true picture, or 

2. register URLs or domain names which, if used, would present less than 

a true picture. (Adopted 1/08) 
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• Standard of Practice 12-13.  The obligation to present a true picture in 

advertising, marketing, and representations allows REALTORS® to use and 

display only professional designations, certifications, and other credentials to 

which they are legitimately entitled. (Adopted 1/08) 

 

CLASS DISCUSSION – ARTICLE TWELVE CASE OVERVIEW 

 

Article 2:   REALTORS® shall avoid exaggeration, misrepresentation, or concealment 

of pertinent facts relating to the property or the transaction. REALTORS® shall not, 

however, be obligated to discover latent defects in the property, to advise on matters 

outside the scope of their real estate license, or to disclose facts which are confidential 

under the scope of agency or non-agency relationships as defined by state law. 

(Amended 1/00) 

• Standard of Practice 2-1. REALTORS® shall only be obligated to discover and 

disclose adverse factors reasonably apparent to someone with expertise in 

those areas required by their real estate licensing authority.  

Article 2 does not impose upon the REALTOR® the obligation of expertise in 

other professional or technical disciplines. (Amended 1/96) 

• Standard of Practice 2-2. (Renumbered as Standard of Practice 1-12 1/98) 

• Standard of Practice 2-3. (Renumbered as Standard of Practice 1-13 1/98) 

• Standard of Practice 2-4. REALTORS® shall not be parties to the naming of a 

false consideration in any document, unless it be the naming of an obviously 

nominal consideration. 
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• Standard of Practice 2-5. Factors defined as “non-material” by law or regulation 

or which are expressly referenced in law or regulation as not being subject to 

disclosure are considered not “pertinent” for purposes of Article 2. (Adopted 

1/93) 

CLASS DISCUSSION – ARTICLE TWO CASE OVERVIEW 

 

Article 3:  REALTORS® shall cooperate with other brokers except when cooperation 

is not in the client’s best interest. The obligation to cooperate does not include the 

obligation to share commissions, fees, or to otherwise compensate another broker. 

(Amended 1/95)  

• Standard of Practice 3-1. REALTORS®, acting as exclusive agents or brokers 

of sellers/ landlords, establish the terms and conditions of offers to cooperate. 

Unless expressly indicated in offers to cooperate, cooperating brokers may not 

assume that the offer of cooperation includes an offer of compensation. Terms 

of compensation, if any, shall be ascertained by cooperating brokers before 

beginning efforts to accept the offer of cooperation. (Amended 1/99) 

• Standard of Practice 3-2. Any change in compensation offered for cooperative 

services must be communicated to the other REALTOR® prior to the time that 

REALTOR® submits an offer to purchase/lease the property. After a 

REALTOR® has submitted an offer to purchase or lease property, the listing 

broker may not attempt to unilaterally modify the offered compensation with 

respect to that cooperative transaction. (Amended 1/14) 

• Standard of Practice 3-3.  Standard of Practice 3-2 does not preclude the listing 

broker and cooperating broker from entering into an agreement to change 

cooperative compensation. (Adopted 1/94) 
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• Standard of Practice 3-4.  REALTORS®, acting as listing brokers, have an 

affirmative obligation to disclose the existence of dual or variable rate 

commission arrangements (i.e., listings where one amount of commission is 

payable if the listing broker’s firm is the procuring cause of sale/lease and a 

different amount of commission is payable if the sale/lease results through the 

efforts of the seller/ landlord or a cooperating broker). The listing broker shall, 

as soon as practical, disclose the existence of such arrangements to potential 

cooperating brokers and shall, in response to inquiries from cooperating 

brokers, disclose the differential that would result in a cooperative transaction 

or in a sale/lease that results through the efforts of the seller/landlord. If the 

cooperating broker is a buyer/tenant representative, the buyer/tenant 

representative must disclose such information to their client before the client 

makes an offer to purchase or lease. (Amended 1/02) 

• Standard of Practice 3-5.   It is the obligation of subagents to promptly disclose 

all pertinent facts to the principal’s agent prior to as well as after a purchase or 

lease agreement is executed. (Amended 1/93) 

• Standard of Practice 3-6.  REALTORS® shall disclose the existence of 

accepted offers, including offers with unresolved contingencies, to any broker 

seeking cooperation. (Adopted 5/86, Amended 1/04) 

• Standard of Practice 3-7.  When seeking information from another REALTOR® 

concerning property under a management or listing agreement, REALTORS® 

shall disclose their REALTOR® status and whether their interest is personal or 

on behalf of a client and, if on behalf of a client, their relationship with the client. 

(Amended 1/11) 

• Standard of Practice 3-8.  REALTORS® shall not misrepresent the availability 

of access to show or inspect a listed property. (Amended 11/87) 
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• Standard of Practice 3-9.  REALTORS® shall not provide access to listed 

property on terms other than those established by the owner or the listing 

broker. (Adopted 1/10) 

• Standard of Practice 3-10.  The duty to cooperate established in Article 3 

relates to the obligation to share information on listed property, and to make 

property available to other brokers for showing to prospective 

purchasers/tenants when it is in the best interests of sellers/landlords. (Adopted 

1/11) 

• Standard of Practice 3-11. REALTORS® may not refuse to cooperate on the 

basis of a broker’s race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status, national 

origin, sexual orientation, or gender identity. (Adopted 1/20) 

 

CLASS DISCUSSION – ARTICLE THREE CASE OVERVIEW 

 

 

Pathways to Professionalism - Going beyond the Code of Ethics 

 

While the Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice of the National Association of 

REALTORS® establishes objective, enforceable ethical standards governing the 

professional conduct of REALTORS®, it does not address issues of courtesy or 

etiquette.  

 

Based on input from many sources, the Professional Conduct Work Group of NAR’s 

Professional Standards Committee developed a list of recommended professional 

courtesies and guidelines for REALTORS®. This list comprises what is now known as 

the “Pathways to Professionalism”. Important:  REALTORS® cannot be charged with 

violations of “Pathways to Professionalism”.  It is a guide to help you be more 

successful in your career in the real estate industry.  The “Pathways to 
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Professionalism” is divided into three sections:  Respect for the Public, Respect for 

Property, and Respect for Peers. 

 

Let’s look at the “Pathways to Professionalism”: 

 

Pathways to Professionalism: 

A. Respect for the Public: 

1. Follow the “Golden Rule” do unto others as you would have them do unto you. 

2. Respond promptly to inquiries and requests for information. 

3. Appointments and showings should be scheduled as far in advance as 

possible. 

4. Call if you are delayed or must cancel an appointment or showing. 

5. If a prospective buyer decides not to view an occupied home, promptly explain 

the situation to the listing broker or the occupant. 

6. Communicate with all parties in a timely fashion. 

7. When entering a property ensure that unexpected situations, such as pets, are 

handled appropriately. 

8. Leave your business card if not prohibited by local rules. 

9. Never Criticize property in the presence of the occupant. 

10. Inform occupants that you are leaving after showings. 

11. When showing an occupied home, always ring the doorbell or knock – and 

announce yourself loudly before entering.  Knock and announce yourself loudly 

before entering any closed room. 

12. Present a professional appearance always; dress appropriately and drive a 

clean car. 

13. If occupants are home during showings, ask their permission before using the 

telephone or bathroom. 

14. Encourage the clients of other brokers to direct questions to their agent or 

representative. 

15. Communicate clearly; don’t use jargon or slang that may not be readily 

understood. 
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16. Be aware of and respect cultural differences. 

17. Show courtesy and respect to everyone. 

18. Be aware of – and meet – all deadlines. 

19. Promise only what you can deliver – and keep your promises. 

20. Identify your professional REALTOR® status in contacts with the public. 

21. Do not tell people what you think – tell them what you know. 

 

B. Respect for Property: 

1. Be responsible for everyone you allow to enter listed property. 

2. Never allow buyers to enter listed property unaccompanied. 

3. When showing property, keep all members of the group together. 

4. Never allow unaccompanied access to property without permission. 

5. Enter property only with permission even if you have a lockbox key or 

combination. 

6. When the occupant is absent, leave the property as you found it (lights, heating, 

cooling, drapes, etc.).  If you think something is amiss (e.g. vandalism), contact 

eh listing broker immediately. 

7. Be considerate of the seller’s property.  Do not allow anyone to eat, drink, 

smoke, dispose of trash, use bathing or sleeping facilities, or bring pets.  Leave 

the house as you found it unless instructed otherwise. 

8. Use sidewalks; if weather is bad, take off shoes and boots inside property. 

9. Respect seller’s instructions about photographing or videoing the properties 

interior or exterior. 

 

C. Respect for Peers: 

1. Identify your REALTOR® and professional status in all contacts with other 

REALTORS®. 

2. Respond to other agent’s calls, faxes, and emails promptly and courteously. 

3. Be aware that large electronic files with attachments or lengthy faxes may be 

a burden on recipients. 
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4. Notify the listing broker if there appears to be inaccurate information on the 

listing. 

5. Share important information about a property, including the presence of pets, 

security systems, and whether sellers will be present during the showing. 

6. Show courtesy, trust, and respect to other real estate professionals. 

7. Avoid the inappropriate use of endearments or other denigrating language. 

8. Do not prospect at other REALTORS® open houses or similar events. 

9. Return keys promptly. 

10. Carefully replace keys in the lockbox after showings. 

11. To be successful in the business, mutual respect is essential. 

12. Real estate is a reputation business.  What you do today may affect your 

reputation – and business – for years to come. 

 

[Source: “Pathways to Professionalism” Compliments of the National Association of 

REALTORS®] (revised 11/13) 

 

Thriving in the Real estate business requires cooperation with other REALTORS® who 

are your competitors. While it seems counter intuitive to cooperate with competitors, 

it is likely that 50% of your business will come from these unique “partnerships”. 

 

How can you avoid being a recipient of a Code of Ethics violation or a Request for 

Arbitration filing?  Most difficulties that arise between real estate professionals often 

result from misunderstanding, miscommunication, or lack of adequate 

communication.  Be sure you communicate effectively in your dealings with all parties 

involved!! 

  

 

Contracts – Everything You Were Afraid to Ask & Then Some! 

Now let’s move on to a topic that is a favorite of every REALTOR®.  Contracts!  

Specifically, you should know and understand the TOP TEN PITFALLS in a contract. 
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Florida REALTORS® offers us two different options for contracts to use. There is a 

Contract for Residential Sale and Purchase, often referred to as the CRSP Contract, 

and there is a Residential Contract for Sale and Purchase known as the FR/BAR 

contract. We are going to speak in general about both, but if a specific contract is 

mentioned the reference is usually to a FR/BAR contract. Let’s take some time to 

explore some of the common contract pitfalls that can affect your transaction.  

1. PROPERTY DESCRIPTION 

The description of the property, referred to as the legal description, is the single 

most important piece of the contract. It tells legally what is being sold and 

purchased. For the property ID, verify the accuracy from MLS tax rolls. It may 

also be known as a strap number, parcel number, or folio number. Every 

property has a unique identifying number.  If the legal description is too long to 

fit in the space provided, attach the full legal description as an Addendum.  

Legal descriptions usually read something like Lot 22, Block 59, of Sunshine 

Country Club. Or the West 219 feet of the East 124 feet, of the North etc. This 

second description is known as a metes and bounds description.  You’ll also 

find the complete legal description on the deed to the property in question. 

 

2. PARTIES 

These are the Seller(s) and Buyer(s).  Check property or tax records to insure 

you have the correct seller. If your buyers are not certain how they will take 

title, they may choose to be listed as “Their name and/or assigns”.  If you are 

selling an institutionally owned property, for example an REO, the seller will 

require complete ID of the buyers. If your buyer is an LLC or corporation, the 

seller will want to see the documentation, including the articles of incorporation 

or the entire LLC documentation.  SUNBIZ.ORG is a website run by the State 

of Florida. The information contained therein will show the officers or members 

of corporations and LLCs but it doesn’t include the entire legal paperwork.  

However, if you’re working with a buyer that you are not familiar with, and they 

are buying as a corporate entity, go to SUNBIZ.ORG and verify they are who 
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they say they are. You never want to put a seller as “Owner of Record”. That 

doesn’t tie anyone to the legally binding contract. Always verify the correct 

owner and state such on the contract. 

 

 

3. PERSONAL PROPERTY 

Do not assume everything is included in the sale. Verify with the seller or listing 

office. Include everything the buyer wants. Do not simply say, “As per MLS”. 

The MLS listing is an offer to sell and does not include personal property unless 

your purchase contract says exactly what the buyer wants. If necessary, attach 

an addendum setting forth the inventory. If the appliances are upgraded, such 

as Viking brand, etc. specify the brand and size or model in your contract. 

Simply relying on the included verbiage “refrigerator” could lead to an issue of 

the seller swapping out a lesser priced brand for a high-end brand (Yes that 

does happen…) If your transaction is subject to obtaining financing, and the 

property is being sold furnished, include the furnishings on a separate 

agreement called a bill of sale. The appraiser will not include furnishings in their 

valuation.  FNMA does not include furnishings in their mortgages. If the value 

of the furniture is a substantial part of the property value, there is a good chance 

the buyer will not be able to obtain the amount of financing they were seeking. 

 

4. TIME CALCULATIONS 

The FR/BAR contract uses CALENDAR DAYS. Other contracts may use 

business days. If the calendar day falls on a National legal holiday or weekend, 

it shall extend to the next business day. A Business day ends at 5 PM.  You will 

also find the term “TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE.” This means that if something 

is to be completed by a certain time and date, that time and date is absolute, 

unless extended by some other provision of the contract.  The mere fact that 
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one of the parties requests an extension is not a given unless agreed to by all 

parties.  

 

 

 

 

 

5. ADDENDUMS 

So, you have a buyer or seller that wants to add a clause in the contract to fit 

their specific transaction or need. Chances are, it’s already created and written 

for you. Make sure you look through all the Addendums to see everything they 

cover. Almost everything you need added to the contract is covered in an 

addendum form. Anytime you add anything to the contract, whether 

handwritten, typewritten or by addendum, it supersedes what is already typed 

in the contract. Make sure that if you add something to the contract, it doesn’t 

“wipe out” something already there that you need.  

 

6. TIME FOR ACCEPTANCE & EFFECTIVE DATE 

This is the time frame within which the parties can be bound to the contract if it 

is accepted. If this time frame lapses, no party may be bound to this offer unless 

all parties agree. The date does not commit the buyer to their offer unless and 

until the seller has accepted their offer.  

 

A buyer can back out ANYTIME regardless of the time for acceptance date, if 

they have not had an executed contract delivered to them prior to the expiration 

date.  The Effective date is the date that the last party has signed the contract 

and delivered copies to the other party. It is that date from which all further time 

frames shall speak to in the contract.  

 

7. ESCROW DEPOSIT 
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Florida law does not require a check or other financial instrument to make a 

contract effective.  The commitment to move forward if accepted is considered 

good and valuable consideration. However, practice shows that generally the 

larger the deposit the more evidence of commitment to follow thru on the 

buyers’ behalf. In a competitive environment, where there are many buyers and 

few properties, a large deposit may win over an equal offer with a lower or no 

deposit.  

If you receive a deposit check, you must get it to your Broker or the escrow 

holder (Title company or Attorney), before (immediately) the end of the next 

business day.  Florida law does not require a Brokerage firm to have an escrow 

account (also referred to as a Trust Account.)  If the buyer gives you a check 

and asks you to hold the check until the offer is accepted, you are still obligated 

to give it to the escrow holder and they must deposit it within 72 hours. Thus, if 

the buyer doesn’t want to make a deposit until the offer is accepted, then accept 

their deposit within so many days after effective date, and the time lines then 

commence. This choice of obtaining it now or later is in the contract.  Please 

note you must also include the other information asked in the contract as to the 

Escrow holder, address, etc. 

 

8. DEADLINES 

There are many deadlines within the contract that need to be met. At the 

beginning of every negotiated offer, you should immediately track the timelines 

within the contract and the requirements that your customer must meet. So, for 

a buyer, the time frame to apply for financing, do inspections, etc. For a seller, 

if they are paying for title insurance then they need to provide commitment, turn 

on utilities, etc. You can track the time lines on your calendar, CRM system, or 

phone. It doesn’t necessarily matter how you track them just that you do! 

 

9. CANCELLATION 
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Sometimes circumstances happen when a buyer and seller decide to part ways 

and discontinue the contract. In that case, it’s important to have the legally 

binding contract cancelled. This process is generally done by a “Release & 

Cancellation” form Florida REALTORS® offers us. By having the buyer and 

seller sign this form it fully cancels the contract and releases the buyers, sellers, 

and real estate brokers from further liability.  

 

If you are the listing agent, you should not put the property back in active status 

on the market until you have a contract cancellation signed. There is high 

liability in not having a cancellation signed, as the seller could still be bound to 

a contract if they don’t have one. 

 

10. BREACH OF CONTRACT 

If one or both parties is not performing per their requirements in the contract, 

he or she is said to breach the contract. Breach of contract is a type of civil 

wrong, meaning it is wrong to do and could have some legal complications. It 

DOES NOT mean the contract is cancelled. When a party is in breach, they 

should try to correct the breach as soon as possible. If that is done, the breach 

goes away and all parties continue with the contract.  

If the breach continues for an extended period, the parties might consider 

cancelling the contract since the party cannot perform to the contract, or all 

parties sign an addendum if they agree to adjust the terms of the contract so 

the breach no longer exists.  

For more contract tips and tricks, see the appendix for articles on do’s and don’ts and 

for a contract checklist.  

 

DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS 

Ever heard of Johnson vs. Davis? That was a court case that set precedence in Florida 

requiring sellers to disclose things they know. The court case was finalized in 1985 
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and reads “Accordingly, we hold that where the seller of a home knows of facts 

materially affecting the value of the property which are not readily observable and are 

not known to the buyer, the seller is under a duty to disclose them to the buyer.” Sound 

familiar? Many brokers choose to use a written sellers’ disclosure so it’s clear what 

they have disclosed to the buyer. The interesting thing about this case was the 

property never closed. The buyers discovered a roof problem that the sellers knew 

about but didn’t disclose.  

So, the closing of a transaction is not necessary to create liability. Therefore, it is 

essential on us, the licensees, to verify all facts stated in listings. A case that happened 

just a few years later, in 1988, Raynor vs. Wise Realty of Tallahassee concluded that 

if a licensee knows of a defect to the property we, as the licensees, are held to the 

same standard as the seller, and therefore we must disclose. We cannot hide behind 

a sellers’ disclosure and assume that is enough notice to a buyer. We need to verify 

and clarify our disclosures. One more thing: There is no difference in disclosure 

requirements whether a seller is offering the property “as-is” or in “working condition”.  

For an in depth look at a disclosure case, see the Appendix for the “Concealment” 

article from Florida REALTORS® 

 

MURDER/SUICIDE AT THE PROPERTY 

Florida Statutes 689.25 is clear about how to handle a murder, suicide or any death 

that occurred at the property. It states: 

689.25 Failure to disclose homicide, suicide, deaths, or diagnosis of HIV or 

AIDS infection in an occupant of real property: 

(1)(a) The fact that an occupant of real property is infected or has been infected with 

human immunodeficiency virus or diagnosed with acquired immune deficiency 

syndrome is not a material fact that must be disclosed in a real estate transaction. 

(b) The fact that a property was, or was at any time suspected to have been, the site 

of a homicide, suicide, or death is not a material fact that must be disclosed in a real 

estate transaction. 
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(2) A cause of action shall not arise against an owner of real property, his or her 

agent, an agent of a transferee of real property, or a person licensed under chapter 

475 for the failure to disclose to the transferee that the property was or was suspected 

to have been the site of a homicide, suicide, or death or that an occupant of that 

property was infected with human immunodeficiency virus or diagnosed with acquired 

immune deficiency syndrome. 

History. —s. 46, ch. 88-380; s. 51, ch. 2003-164. 

 

However, Florida law is not the only consideration for us. As we have previously 

stated, as a REALTOR®, we also must consider the Code of Ethics. An article on 

page 18 of the NOVEMBER/DECEMBER Florida Realtor® magazine speaks directly 

to this issue.  It was titled: “ABOUT THAT MURDER”. Let’s take a minute to review 

the topic (see article). 

 

We hope you have enjoyed your journey down the road of Professional Success - 

Transaction by Transaction.  We would like to close with this quote from an article 

written by Paul LePage found in a RISMEDIA.com article from December 7, 2016 

(rismedia.com/2016/12/07/rising-above-agent-mentality/). 

 

“Thanks to bold visionaries and advances in technology, real estate is transforming, 

with a demand for people who are just as passionate about selling homes as they are 

about continuously learning. Bolstered by increasing standards and regulations to 

promote integrity, those ready to take the quantum leap are realizing the industry is 

their oyster. No longer focused on competition, but rather true professionalism and a 

passion to elevate client experience, they are taking full advantage of what top 

brokerages are offering: cutting-edge agent service platforms, behind-the-scenes 

marketing brilliance, out-of-the-box franchise functionality, mentorship, coaching and 

training, and a collaborative company culture where everyone is given a voice and 

everyone wins. Evolving from agent to high achiever, these committed professionals 
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put service above self and view their career as a calling, rather than one predicated 

by numbers and production. They carry an entrepreneurial spirit and a deep desire to 

live—and embody—the American Dream.” 

Thank you for joining the ranks of the visionaries of tomorrow! 

 

 

APPENDIX: 
 

1. About that Murder… 

2. Contract Do’s & Don’ts 

3. Failure to Respond 

4. Five Fixes for Contract Deal Busters 

5. Property Showing Protocol 

6. Whose sale, is it? 

7. What is a Realtor®? 

8. Code of Ethics 

9. Pathways to Professionalism 
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Q:
LAW&ETHICS/CONT’D.

Realtor® Ray lists a home for a local 
family’s estate. Unfortunately, the 

home was the site of a murder-suicide 
that had occurred a year earlier. The in-
cident had made the national news due 
to the family’s involvement in national 
politics. The family was also the subject 
of a high-profile investigation due to 
alleged financial improprieties. Now that 
things are settled, the estate wishes to 
sell the house.

Ray priced the house like any other 
house located in a beautiful neighbor-
hood with great schools. Shortly after, he 
placed the listing in the MLS. There were 
constant showings, including one by Re-
altor Wilma and her buyer Julie. Before 
the showing, Wilma contacted Ray to ask 
if there was anything about the property 
that she needed to share with her buyer. 
Ray said that he was not aware of any-
thing wrong with the physical structure 
or any of the systems. Wilma explained 
that an agent in her office made the 
comment, “No one will ever want to live 
there.” Wilma asked Ray if he knew what 
she meant, and he said no.

Wilma’s buyer successfully negotiated 
a purchase contract and was finalizing 
inspections. Another agent in Wilma’s 
office asked, “Why on earth would 
she let a buyer buy a home that had a 
murder-suicide in it?” Wilma said she 
had no idea about the murder-suicide. 
She immediately told her buyer, who 
got spooked and canceled the contract. 
The buyer was angry that she had wasted 
time on a property that she would never 
have considered purchasing had she 
known, and she wanted to know why 
Wilma had not told her? Wilma ex-
plained that she herself did not know 
and that, when asked, Ray had not 
disclosed these facts.

Wilma is enraged because her buyer 
moved on and decided to look at homes 

outside of her market area. She discov-
ers that Realtors are not required to 
disclose murders or suicides that have 
occurred on properties, known as stig-
matized properties. Further, the Code 
of Ethics does not require disclosure 
either. According to the National Asso-
ciation of Realtors’ Code of Ethics and 
Arbitration Manual, “Hearing Panels 
should also consider that a once-per-
tinent factor can, in some instances, 
diminish in relevancy over a period of 
years. For example, a traumatic death 
that occurred recently in a home could 
have a greater influence on a reasonable 
purchaser’s decision than a similar  
occurrence twenty (20), fifty (50), or 
100 years earlier.”

While Wilma understands this, she 
still believes Ray acted unethically.  
She specifically asked him if there was 
something she should share with her 
buyer based on her colleague’s state-
ment about the property, and he told her 
he didn’t know of anything. In fact, he 
did know the property’s history. After 
reviewing the Code of Ethics, Wilma 
realized that he lied to her, which is a 
violation of Article One of the Code of 
Ethics. Article One requires that Real-
tors be honest with all parties, and Ray 
had intentionally misled her buyer to 
write a contract on a property she would 
not have purchased otherwise. Wilma is 
filing a complaint.

Why it may be a violation:  The Grievance 
Committee will likely forward the case 
to a hearing panel because Realtors are 
obligated under Article One to treat all 
parties honestly.  Even though Ray  
was not obligated to disclose that a  
murder-suicide had occurred on the 
premises, he was duty bound to answer 
Wilma’s question honestly, which he 
did not.  

ABOUT THAT 
MURDER …

ET H ICS

Legal questions continued from pg. 16

third business day following receipt of 
the item to be deposited. Saturdays, 
Sundays and legal holidays shall not be 
construed as business days.”

LANDLORD/TENANT
I represented a tenant who entered 
into a written residential lease in 
an apartment complex. The tenant 
recently called to say that he has 
seen several mice in his unit. Is the 
landlord required to exterminate the 
mice?  

Yes, unless an agreement between 
the landlord and the tenant states oth-
erwise. Section 83.51(2) of the Florida 
Residential Landlord and Tenant Act 
provides that “Unless otherwise agreed 
in writing … the landlord of a dwelling 
unit other than a single family home 
or duplex shall, at all times during the 
tenancy, make reasonable provisions for: 
the extermination of rats, mice, roaches, 
ants, wood destroying organisms, and 
bedbugs.” 

LICENSE LAW
If a Florida real estate licensee pro-
vides a No Brokerage Relationship 
Disclosure to a residential buyer at 
their first meeting, does that mean 
that the licensee owes no duties to 
that buyer?

No. The type of relationship a licens-
ee enters into with a party (single agent, 
transaction broker, or no brokerage 
relationship) establishes the specific 
legal duties the Realtor® would owe to 
that party. If a licensee provides the No 
Brokerage Relationship Disclosure de-
scribed in Section 475.278(4)(c), Florida 
Statutes, the licensee owes the follow-
ing duties: dealing honestly and fairly, 
disclosing all known facts that materially 
affect the value of the residential real 
property which are not readily observ-
able to the buyer and accounting for all 
funds entrusted to the licensee. #

Should you disclose that 
a listing was the site of a 
murder or suicide?
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Call Florida Realtors® Legal Hotline to speak with an attorney on a range of topics. Or enter your question online. Members 
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TALK TO AN 
ATTORNEY
Advice from the Florida Realtors  
Legal Hotline

BROKER BUSINESS

Q: I am a sales associate, and I have an 
Exclusive Right of Sale Listing Agree-
ment (ERS-16tb, Rev 3/14) that lasts for 
six more months. The seller changed her 
mind about selling the home and asked 
me to cancel the listing agreement. My 
broker confirmed we can do this, but I 
want to make sure we don’t leave any 
loose ends. Is there a Florida Realtors® 
form available to help with this?  
A: Yes. Florida Realtors offers the Modifi-

cation to Listing Agreement (MLA-5, Rev 

1/15), which can be used to change vari-

ous terms of a listing agreement, including 

the termination date. Midway through 

this one-page document are two options: 

conditional termination and unconditional 

termination. The listing broker and seller 

should carefully review the difference and 

select one of these options so they both 

understand what rights and obligations, 

if any, extend past the negotiated early 

termination. 

CONTRACTS

Q: The parties executed an “AS IS” Res-
idential Contract for Sale and Purchase 
(Florida Realtors/Florida Bar-ASIS-4x, 
Rev 2/16). The sellers are an older hus-
band and wife. A few weeks before the 
closing, the husband died unexpectedly. 
Is the contract now void and unenforce-
able?
A: No. It is not void. Section 18(O) of the 

contract provides, “This Contract shall 

be binding on, and inure to the benefit 

of, the parties and their respective heirs 

or successors in interest.” Therefore, the 

rights and obligations of the contract carry 

on, even after a death. In this case, the 

surviving wife will need the help of a law-

yer to empower a party to sign documents 

on behalf of the deceased husband as his 

“heirs or successors in interest,” which 

will likely occur through probate court.

Common missteps taken while filling out  
real estate contracts

T H I NGS TO R E M E M BE R

CONTRACT DOS AND DON’TS

Dos
DO walk through the sellers’ property with 

them and ask about items, such as lighting 

fixtures, wall-mounted TVs, swing sets 

and sheds, to confirm what they may take 

when they move. It helps avoid potential 

problems by making sure those items are 

excluded, or included, in the contract.

DO use a calendar when putting together 

contracts to make sure contract dates align 

properly.

DO put a termination date in any listing 

agreement as required by law.

DO ensure that sales associates submit 

any escrow deposit being held by the 

broker no later than the end of the next 

business day following receipt.

DO remember that a sales associate or 

broker associate may work for only one 

broker at a time.

Don’ts
DON’T imply to customers that “it’s a done 

deal” when the parties have nothing in 

writing.

DON’T fail to give a copy of a fully execut-

ed listing agreement to the seller within 24 

hours of signing, as required by law.

DON’T fail to give all offers and counterof-

fers to your customers in a timely manner, 

unless instructed otherwise in writing.

DON’T forget that when advertising on the 

Internet, the brokerage name must appear 

immediately above, below or next to the 

point of contact information (i.e., address, 

email address and telephone number).

DON’T forget that all brokers in a broker-

age must be officers, directors or partners 

of the corporation or partnership.

DON’T overlook completion of monthly 

escrow reconciliation statements if you are 

a broker with an escrow account.



ETHICS

Failure to Respond or Concealment?
Whose responsibility is it to investigate the depth 
of water by a dock?

J
ackie is a new Realtor® and has a list-

ing in a waterfront community where 

the home contains a beautiful dock for wa-

ter access. Jackie includes the dock in her 

listing and in the MLS. She is contacted 

by a Realtor representing buyers who ask 

how deep the water access is at the dock 

and if a certain-sized boat can navigate 

safely.  
Jackie knows very little about water 

navigation or boats so she calls the seller, 
who is not reachable. So Jackie doesn’t 
answer the inquiry about the depth of 
the water. The buyers’ representative 
submits an o�er at just below listing price, 
contingent on inspections and financing; 
one specific inspection is for the dock 
area. The buyers may cancel within 15 
days if the dock is not su�cient for the 
their purposes. The seller accepts the o�er 
and all inspections are completed. The 

inspection of the physical dock shows that 
the construction is sound and able to hold 
a boat the same size as the buyers’.    

The property closes, and the buyers 
move in. Upon putting their boat in the 
water, it’s revealed that the water in the 
channel in front of the property is not 
deep enough to allow the buyers’ boat to 
navigate into open water. The buyers have 
an inboard motor, and all the neighbors 
have outboard motors. The buyers are 
furious and demand damages from the 
seller, Jackie’s broker and Jackie for 
misrepresentation and fraud. A lawsuit 
is filed, but the court dismisses the action 
as the buyers admit that they had every 
opportunity to investigate the depth of 
the water and did not. Further, they never 
relied on any representation of Jackie, 
her firm or the seller.  The buyers are not 
satisfied and believe that Jackie had an 
ethical obligation to investigate this in-

formation and make it available. After all, 
they asked the seller and Jackie, but never 
got a response. The buyers file an ethics 
complaint against Jackie citing Article 2 
of the Code of Ethics—concealment of a 
pertinent fact about the property.

Why it may not be a violation: The 
Grievance Committee is likely to dismiss 
this complaint upon review. Jackie did not 
conceal anything; she simply didn’t know. 
She received an inquiry, attempted to 
answer it and did not get a response. The 
buyers closed on the property knowing 
that they didn’t know the depth of the 
water by the property.
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DEALBUSTERS
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     Your skill and knowledge  
 can be put to the test when  
you engage in contract preparation  
                      on behalf of your customers.  
        Here’s how to avoid potential mistakes.

                                                           By Florida Realtors® Law And Policy Group
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CONTRACTS

AT A GLANCE
•  Preparing clear and effective contracts is a fundamental skill that 
can be challenging for even the most astute real estate professional.

• Don’t leave blanks where there isn’t a default provision.
• Know your contracts so you don’t double your workload.
 

1       
Re-creating the wheel. 

You represent a buyer who’s decided to 
make an offer to purchase a home. You 
sit down, contract form in hand, and 
begin preparing her offer. Most likely 
you’re working with a local Board/Asso-
ciation of Realtors contract form, a FR/
BAR Residential Contract for Sale and 
Purchase (FR/BAR contract), or the 
FR Contract for Residential Sale and 
Purchase (CRSP contract). 

Let’s assume that the buyer says she 
would like the offer to say that she can 
cancel the contract if she’s not satisfied 
with the results of a home inspection. 
This type of provision already exists in 
a FR/BAR “AS IS” Residential Contract 
for Sale and Purchase or could be added 
to a contract via an addendum or rider. 
Often, a Realtor will simply add a hand-
written provision to this effect in the 
additional terms section. But why should 
you attempt to do so when the standard 
FR/BAR or CRSP contract form has 
preprinted addendums or riders cover-
ing the buyer’s right to cancel  
upon inspection? 

The point is not that you would be 
unable to craft the language to clearly 
express the customer’s intent. It’s just 
more efficient and potentially less risky 
to use the preprinted contract form 
addendum, especially if the handwritten 
provision is later found to be ambiguous.  

For many Realtors, keeping up with 
the overabundance of laws, rules and 
regulations affecting their profession is 
a daunting task. There seems to be no 
shortage of federal and state regulatory 
hurdles waiting to trip you up. From 
numerous rules affecting brokerage  
escrow accounts to lead paint disclosures 
mandated by federal law, you must be 
aware not only of the Florida real estate 
license law but also of many other state 
and federal regulations. 

 Mistakes in contract preparation  
 can be extremely detrimental both to 
you and to the buyer and seller. These 
mistakes not only can affect whether  
the contract is enforceable, but also can 
lead to closings falling through and to 
costly litigation. In an effort to help  
you avoid potential problems, this  
article looks at five common contract 
preparation miscues. 
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2      
Errors in mismatching forms.  

Mixing a form approved by one board or authority 
with one developed by another can lead to mistakes. 

Again using the FR/BAR contract and the CRSP 
contract to illustrate, imagine what could happen 
if you were to take the CRSP contract and attach, 
as an addendum, the “AS IS” rider to the FR/BAR 
Comprehensive Rider. This would be problematic 
for a number of reasons. 

First, the header section of the FR/BAR “AS IS” 
rider states that the rider is being “incorporated 
into the FR/BAR Residential Contract for Sale 
and Purchase” rather than to the CRSP contract. 
Second, the FR/BAR “AS IS” rider references  
provisions in the FR/BAR contract that don’t exist 
in the CRSP contract. 

This type of mistake could lead to confusion  
and uncertainty in interpreting the rider’s effect, 
and you could obviously be exposed to liability 
(certainly from a Florida Real Estate Commission 
disciplinary standpoint). Understanding the  
contract form that you and your firm use and the 
appropriate rider/addendum forms that can be used 
in connection with that form are steps that cannot 
be overlooked or taken lightly. 

3       
Time is on my side.  

Or is it? The answer typically lies in understanding 
the way time periods are computed in the contract 
form that you use. As a general rule, a sale and  
purchase contract’s time periods for performance 
will be calculated in calendar days unless the  
contract specifies otherwise. 

The CRSP contract is an exception. It provides 
that all time periods should be computed in  
“business days” (defined in the contract as every 
calendar day except Saturdays, Sundays and  
national legal holidays). The FR/BAR contract, on 
the other hand, uses calendar days, with the caveat 
that if a deadline ends on a weekend or national 
holiday, it is automatically extended to 5 p.m. of  
the following business day. 

Bottom line: Your knowledge of the way that 
time periods for performance are computed in the 
contract form that you are using  is integral to your 
preparing the contract effectively.  

4       
Did the parties intend to do that?  

Understanding the way your contract form computes 
time periods for performance is critical. However, 
it’s only half the battle. You also need to ensure that 
the time periods for performance inserted in the 
contract don’t conflict with each other.

For example, if you’re not careful in determining 
the time period for the buyers to obtain financ-
ing, you might end up setting a date beyond the 
agreed-upon closing date. In an FR/BAR contract, 

  Make sure the parties’ names are spelled correctly.

  Make sure the subject property is sufficiently identified: address, 
county, real property tax ID number and legal description.

  Make sure that any personal items being conveyed with the property 
are appropriately identified within the contract; this also applies to any 
items that sellers are taking with them (e.g., a dining room chandelier 
that has sentimental value to the seller).

  Make sure that the breakdown of costs in the purchase price section 
of the contract add up to the actual purchase price.

  Make sure that the escrow agent is sufficiently identified, including 
the address and phone number.

  Make sure to put a deadline for acceptance of the buyer’s initial offer 
into the contract.

  Make sure to check a calendar when choosing a closing date so  
that you don’t inadvertently choose a date that falls on a Sunday or 
federal holiday.

  Make sure that any blanks in the contract that do not contain default 
provisions are properly filled out.

  Make sure that an appropriate box is checked if the contract requires 
one to be selected.

  Make sure that any addenda or riders being used with the contract are 
properly signed or initialed by all parties and that the corresponding 
box in the contract is checked. 

  Make sure that the parties sign, date and initial in the appropriate 
places in the contract.

  Make sure that timelines and contingencies in the  
contract are feasible.

Check Your Dates.
To avoid conflicts between the time periods for  
performance in your contracts, always double-check 
                  the dates against a calendar. 

  Checklist
for Contracts



Find Forms Online
Form Simplicity has you covered
Form Simplicity, built by Florida Realtors®, is the go-to paperless 
transaction management solution in the Sunshine State, and 
the Professional Edition is offered by the Association as a free 
member benefit. 

Form Simplicity offers many features that make it simple for 
sales associates and brokers to create and manage transactions, 

all in one place. 
Form Simplicity also delivers peace of mind. When you 

use it, you know that you have up-to-date forms that are  
always safe and secure. Form Simplicity also features  

smart-form technology, which means that you enter  
common fields just once and that information automat-

ically populates throughout the rest of the contract. 
Now featuring free broker management tools, 

Form Simplicity allows brokers to review, approve 
and expedite agent transactions using customized 
and automated checklists. This helps mitigate 
risk by streamlining broker compliance. 

For just $59 a year (less than 20 cents a day!), 
members can get unlimited eSign and document 
storage by upgrading to the Ultimate Edition of 
Form Simplicity. eSign adheres to strict security 
requirements, exceeding all published banking 
electronic signature guidelines.

Log in at Forms.FloridaRealtors.org  
to learn more about Form Simplicity.

this is problematic as, assuming that no loan  
commitment has been obtained, the buyers will 
have waived their financing contingency. Buyers 
have the right to cancel if they don’t receive a loan 
commitment, but that right to cancel is available 
only once the loan commitment period has passed; 
and if the cancellation notice is given at least 7 days 
prior to the closing date. Having a loan commitment 
period end after the closing date in the contract is 
likely to result in the buyers losing their deposit if 
they fail to close. Always keep a calendar handy and 
avoid inadvertently creating conflicts.

 

5     Preparing a clean copy after  
contract formation.  

After weeks of negotiation, involving the faxing  
of multiple offers and counteroffers, the buyer and 
seller finally come to a meeting of minds. The  
contract form has gone back and forth between  
the parties so many times that it’s a fairly messy 
document—provisions have been lined out and the 
form is covered with handwritten terms. So you  
decide to make a new, clean copy of the contract 
form and put the final terms on it.

Then, you send this “new” copy to the parties  
for their signatures. No problem, right? Well, not  
quite. You should avoid this practice for a number  
of reasons. First, you risk the chance of making 
errors in preparing the new copy, such as omitting 
terms, so that the new copy does not mirror the 
parties’ agreement. This could lead to a dispute 
where one party decides that he or she likes the new 
version better.  

Second, even if the new copy mirrors the agree-
ment, the date on which both parties sign the new 
copy could be different from the effective date of 
their existing agreement. This, in turn, could result 
in a dispute over the effective date of the contract 
and thus affect many of the time periods for perfor-
mance that commence from that date. So it’s better 
to stick with the original, no matter how messy.

Preparing clear and effective contracts is a 
fundamental skill that can be challenging for even 
the most astute Realtor. No matter how many times 
you have drafted a contract, you should take the 
utmost care each time you fill one out. Otherwise, 
mistakes and miscues may result in a contract that 
is enforceable and that exposes you to liability. 

For questions on contract preparation, call the 
Florida Realtors Legal Hotline at (407) 438-1409 
from 9 a.m. to  5 p.m., Monday through Friday. 
Please have your real estate license number 
available when you call.

This article was written by the Florida Realtors 
Law & Policy Department. 
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Carlos Melendez: My Favorite App:  
PDF Expert
If you want to go paperless, PDF Expert is a great 
app for the mobile Realtor using Apple products. 
Consider using it for notes, presentations, 
contracts and signatures when you are working 
in the field. This app allows you to email, modify, 
sign, annotate and brand PDF documents. These 
are all great uses when time and distance can 
hold up getting documents to buyers and sellers.  

Watch it: Floridarealtors.org/take5

5Take
VIDEOS

Florida Realtors®
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In the wake of the Supreme Court’s decision in Obergefell v. Hodges (2015), 
same-sex marriage is now legal everywhere in the United States. All  
same-sex couples married after the ruling took effect have the same rights  
as all other married couples. 

Many real estate professionals have questions about how to treat contracts 
and other official paperwork when working with same-sex, married couples. 
Here are some guidelines.
 
Treat All Equally
As you should do with any couple, politely ask if your same-sex customers 
are married to each other. If they are, all homestead and other rights and 
protections apply. Both spouses on the title must sign listing agreements  
and sales contracts. If the property is residential and if it is the homestead  
of either spouse, both spouses must sign the deed, regardless of who is on  
the title. Again, this is the same as any other married couple.
 

Choose Words Wisely
The only thing that is different for same-sex married 
couples is the vocabulary. When writing contracts and 
listing agreements, instead of writing husband and wife 
(or wife and husband) after the two spouses’ names, 
instead write husband and husband or wife and wife 
(or married to each other or a married couple). Also, be 
sure to remind your title companies and lenders that 
the two individuals are married. #

Handling Same-Sex 
    Couple Paperwork

The way you word your contracts and 
documents is important when working 
with same-sex couples.
by Lew M. Oliver, III Esq., Oliver Title Law, Orlando

 
 

Lending support to rural America™  866-824-5626 | FarmCreditFlorida.com

With on-site underwriting, Farm Credit can offer your customers  
fast turnaround time that will keep you running from one closing to  
the next, and put a commission check in your pocket that much quicker.  
We offer financing for:

 
 

We’ve been lending money to rural America for almost 100 years.  
Refer your customers to us today and get ready to run!



PROPERTY SHOWING PROTOCOL 

Why is knowing about Property Showing Protocol important to you?  You could be held financially 

and legally liable if you do not follow Property Showing Protocol.  Here are some tips to help you: 

1. Schedule all appointments for showing as far in advance as possible.  Call if you are delayed 

or if you need to cancel an appointment or a showing. 

2. If another agent arrives to show the property while you are there, you must close the property 

before that agent and his customer can enter.   

3. You are responsible for everyone you allow to enter a listed property. You are entrusted with 

the security of the home. 

4. Never allow buyers to enter a listed property without you. 

5. Keep all members of the buyers group together. 

6. Be sure you return all keys to the lock box before you leave the property. 

7. Be sure that you have left the property in the same condition that you found it.  This includes 

locking all doors and window, placing lighting, heating, cooling, drapes, etc. back in their 

original positions.   

 

FORGETTING TO LOCK AND CLOSE WINDOWS OR DOORS COULD RESULT IN THE 

UNLAWFUL ENTRY OF PERSONS TO THE PROPERTY THAT COULD RESULT IN THEFT, 

DAMAGE OR VANDALISM THAT YOU COULD POTENTIALLY BE HELD LIABLE FOR. 

Most important – be considerate of the property and the owners.  Do not allow anyone to eat, drink, 

smoke, dispose of trash, use bathing, bathroom or sleeping facilities.  Do not allow anyone to bring 

pets.  Be especially mindful and cautious of the listing office’s requests regarding the bathroom 

facilities.   

Under no circumstances should you allow your clients to your bathroom facilities, especially if the 

home is vacant and the water is turned off.  Utilizing the bathroom in a vacant home with the water 

turned off is unsanitary and can spread germs and diseases.   

Have your clients utilize a public restroom nearby BEFORE showing the home.  LEAVE THE HOME 

AS YOU FOUND IT! 







 WHAT IS A REALTOR? 
 

“ A Realtor® is a member of the National Association of Realtors®.  The term 
REALTOR® is a trademarked term and lets people know that you are more than 

just a real estate practitioner:  you adhere to a strict Code of Ethics that protects 
clients, the public, and other real estate agents. 

 

The term REALTOR® is not only a trademark owned by NAR and protected by 
Federal Law, it’s a valuable membership benefit that distinguishes members 

from other real estate licensees.   

 

Non-members are never allowed to use the REALTOR® trademark in reference 
to or in connection with their business or themselves.   

 

For more than 100 years,  REALTORS® have subscribed to the NAR’S strict Code 
of Ethics as a condition of membership.  REALTORS® have the expertise and 

experience to help sellers protect their investment and help buyers build theirs.   
 

Research has determined that three out of four consumers would choose a 
REALTOR® to buy or sell a home rather than a real estate professional who  

is not a REALTOR®.” 

 

 



Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice
of the NatioNal associatioN of RealtoRs®

Effective January 1, 2020

Where the word RealtoRs® is used in this Code and Preamble, it shall be 
deemed to include RealtoR-associate®s.

While the Code of Ethics establishes obligations that may be higher than 
those mandated by law, in any instance where the Code of Ethics and the 
law conflict, the obligations of the law must take precedence.

Preamble
Under all is the land. Upon its wise utilization and widely allocated ownership 
depend the survival and growth of free institutions and of our civilization. 
RealtoRs® should recognize that the interests of the nation and its citizens 
require the highest and best use of the land and the widest distribution of 
land ownership. They require the creation of adequate housing, the building 
of functioning cities, the development of productive industries and farms, 
and the preservation of a healthful environment.

Such interests impose obligations beyond those of ordinary commerce. 
They impose grave social responsibility and a patriotic duty to which 
RealtoRs® should dedicate themselves, and for which they should be 
diligent in preparing themselves. RealtoRs®, therefore, are zealous to 
maintain and improve the standards of their calling and share with their 
fellow RealtoRs® a common responsibility for its integrity and honor.

In recognition and appreciation of their obligations to clients, customers, 
the public, and each other, RealtoRs® continuously strive to become and 
remain informed on issues affecting real estate and, as knowledgeable 
professionals, they willingly share the fruit of their experience and study with 
others. They identify and take steps, through enforcement of this Code of 
Ethics and by assisting appropriate regulatory bodies, to eliminate practices 
which may damage the public or which might discredit or bring dishonor to 
the real estate profession. RealtoRs® having direct personal knowledge of 
conduct that may violate the Code of Ethics involving misappropriation of 
client or customer funds or property, willful discrimination, or fraud resulting 
in substantial economic harm, bring such matters to the attention of the 
appropriate Board or Association of RealtoRs®. (Amended 1/00)

Realizing that cooperation with other real estate professionals promotes the 
best interests of those who utilize their services, RealtoRs® urge exclusive 
representation of clients; do not attempt to gain any unfair advantage over 
their competitors; and they refrain from making unsolicited comments about 
other practitioners. In instances where their opinion is sought, or where 
RealtoRs® believe that comment is necessary, their opinion is offered in an 
objective, professional manner, uninfluenced by any personal motivation or 
potential advantage or gain.

The term RealtoR® has come to connote competency, fairness, and high 
integrity resulting from adherence to a lofty ideal of moral conduct in 
business relations. No inducement of profit and no instruction from clients 
ever can justify departure from this ideal.

In the interpretation of this obligation, RealtoRs® can take no safer guide 
than that which has been handed down through the centuries, embodied 
in the Golden Rule, “Whatsoever ye would that others should do to you, 
do ye even so to them.”

Accepting this standard as their own, RealtoRs® pledge to observe its spirit 
in all of their activities whether conducted personally, through associates 
or others, or via technological means, and to conduct their business in 
accordance with the tenets set forth below. (Amended 1/07)

Duties to Clients and Customers
Article 1
When representing a buyer, seller, landlord, tenant, or other client as an 
agent, RealtoRs® pledge themselves to protect and promote the interests 
of their client. This obligation to the client is primary, but it does not relieve 
RealtoRs® of their obligation to treat all parties honestly. When serving 
a buyer, seller, landlord, tenant or other party in a  non-agency capacity, 
RealtoRs® remain obligated to treat all parties honestly. (Amended 1/01)

•  Standard of Practice 1-1
    RealtoRs®, when acting as principals in a real estate transaction, remain 

obligated by the duties imposed by the Code of Ethics. (Amended 1/93)

•  Standard of Practice 1-2
    The duties imposed by the Code of Ethics encompass all real 

estate-related activities and transactions whether conducted in person, 
electronically, or through any other means.

    The duties the Code of Ethics imposes are applicable whether RealtoRs® 
are acting as agents or in legally recognized non-agency capacities 
except that any duty imposed exclusively on agents by law or regulation 
shall not be imposed by this Code of Ethics on RealtoRs® acting in 
non-agency capacities.

    As used in this Code of Ethics, “client” means the person(s) or entity(ies) 
with whom a RealtoR® or a RealtoR®’s firm has an agency or legally 
recognized non-agency relationship; “customer” means a party to a real 
estate transaction who receives information, services, or benefits but has 
no contractual relationship with the RealtoR® or the RealtoR®’s firm; 
“prospect” means a purchaser, seller, tenant, or landlord who is not 
subject to a representation relationship with the RealtoR® or RealtoR®’s 
firm; “agent” means a real estate licensee (including brokers and sales 
associates) acting in an agency relationship as defined by state law or 
regulation; and “broker” means a real estate licensee (including brokers 
and sales associates) acting as an agent or in a legally recognized 
non-agency capacity. (Adopted 1/95, Amended 1/07)

•  Standard of Practice 1-3
    RealtoRs®, in attempting to secure a listing, shall not deliberately mislead 

the owner as to market value.

•  Standard of Practice 1-4
    RealtoRs®, when seeking to become a buyer/tenant representative, shall 

not mislead buyers or tenants as to savings or other benefits that might 
be realized through use of the RealtoR®’s services. (Amended 1/93)

•  Standard of Practice 1-5
    RealtoRs® may represent the seller/landlord and buyer/tenant in the 



same transaction only after full disclosure to and with informed consent 
of both parties. (Adopted 1/93)

•  Standard of Practice 1-6
    RealtoRs® shall submit offers and counter-offers objectively and as quickly 

as possible. (Adopted 1/93, Amended 1/95)

•  Standard of Practice 1-7
    When acting as listing brokers, RealtoRs® shall continue to submit to the 

seller/landlord all offers and counter-offers until closing or execution of 
a lease unless the seller/landlord has waived this obligation in writing. 
Upon the written request of a cooperating broker who submits an offer 
to the listing broker, the listing broker shall provide, as soon as practical, 
a written affirmation to the cooperating broker stating that the offer has 
been submitted to the seller/landlord, or a written notification that the 
seller/landlord has waived the obligation to have the offer presented. 
RealtoRs® shall not be obligated to continue to market the property 
after an offer has been accepted by the seller/landlord. RealtoRs® shall 
recommend that sellers/landlords obtain the advice of legal counsel 
prior to acceptance of a subsequent offer except where the acceptance 
is contingent on the termination of the pre-existing purchase contract or 
lease. (Amended 1/20)

•  Standard of Practice 1-8
    RealtoRs®, acting as agents or brokers of buyers/tenants, shall submit to 

buyers/tenants all offers and counter-offers until acceptance but have no 
obligation to continue to show properties to their clients after an offer has 
been accepted unless otherwise agreed in writing. RealtoRs®, acting as 
agents or brokers of buyers/tenants, shall recommend that buyers/tenants 
obtain the advice of legal counsel if there is a question as to whether a 
pre-existing contract has been terminated. (Adopted 1/93, Amended 1/99)

•  Standard of Practice 1-9
    The obligation of RealtoRs® to preserve confidential information (as 

defined by state law) provided by their clients in the course of any agency 
relationship or non-agency relation ship recognized by law continues after 
termination of agency relationships or any non-agency relationships 
recognized by law. RealtoRs® shall not knowingly, during or following the 
termination of professional relationships with their clients:

   1)  reveal confidential information of clients; or
   2)  use confidential information of clients to the disadvantage of clients; or
   3)  use confidential information of clients for the RealtoR®’s advantage 

or the advantage of third parties unless:
   a)  clients consent after full disclosure; or
   b)  RealtoRs® are required by court order; or
   c)  it is the intention of a client to commit a crime and the information 

is necessary to prevent the crime; or
   d)  it is necessary to defend a RealtoR® or the RealtoR®’s employees or 

associates against an accusation of wrongful conduct. 
    Information concerning latent material defects is not considered confidential 

information under this Code of Ethics. (Adopted 1/93, Amended 1/01)

•  Standard of Practice 1-10
    RealtoRs® shall, consistent with the terms and conditions of their real 

estate licensure and their property management agreement, competently 
manage the property of clients with due regard for the rights, safety and 
health of tenants and others lawfully on the premises. (Adopted 1/95, 
Amended 1/00)

•  Standard of Practice 1-11
    RealtoRs® who are employed to maintain or manage a client’s property 

shall exercise due diligence and make reasonable efforts to protect it 
against reasonably foreseeable contingencies and losses. (Adopted 1/95)

•  Standard of Practice 1-12
    When entering into listing contracts, RealtoRs® must advise sellers/

landlords of:

   1)  the RealtoR®’s company policies regarding cooperation and the 
amount(s) of any compensation that will be offered to subagents, 
buyer/tenant agents, and/or brokers acting in legally recognized 
non-agency capacities;

   2)  the fact that buyer/tenant agents or brokers, even if compensated by 
listing brokers, or by sellers/landlords may represent the interests of 
buyers/tenants; and

   3)  any potential for listing brokers to act as disclosed dual agents, e.g., 
buyer/tenant agents. (Adopted 1/93,  Renum bered 1/98, Amended 1/03)

•  Standard of Practice 1-13
    When entering into buyer/tenant agreements, RealtoRs® must advise 

potential clients of:
   1)  the RealtoR®’s company policies regarding cooperation;
   2)  the amount of compensation to be paid by the client;
   3)  the potential for additional or offsetting compensation from other 

brokers, from the seller or landlord, or from other parties;
   4)  any potential for the buyer/tenant representative to act as a disclosed 

dual agent, e.g., listing broker, subagent, landlord’s agent, etc.; and
   5)  the possibility that sellers or sellers’ representatives may not 

treat the existence, terms, or conditions of offers as confidential 
unless confidentiality is required by law, regulation, or by any 
confidentiality agreement between the parties. (Adopted 1/93, 
Renumbered 1/98, Amended 1/06)

•  Standard of Practice 1-14
    Fees for preparing appraisals or other valuations shall not be contingent 

upon the amount of the appraisal or valuation. (Adopted 1/02)

•  Standard of Practice 1-15
    RealtoRs®, in response to inquiries from buyers or cooperating brokers 

shall, with the sellers’ approval, disclose the existence of offers on the 
property. Where disclosure is authorized, RealtoRs® shall also disclose, 
if asked, whether offers were obtained by the listing licensee, another 
licensee in the listing firm, or by a cooperating broker. (Adopted 1/03, 
Amended 1/09)

•  Standard of Practice 1-16
    RealtoRs® shall not access or use, or permit or enable others to access or 

use,  listed or managed property on terms or conditions other than those 
authorized by the owner or seller. (Adopted 1/12)

Article 2
RealtoRs® shall avoid exaggeration, misrepresentation, or concealment 
of pertinent facts relating to the property or the transaction. RealtoRs® 
shall not, however, be obligated to discover latent defects in the property, 
to advise on matters outside the scope of their real estate license, or 
to disclose facts which are confidential under the scope of agency or 
 non-agency relationships as defined by state law. (Amended 1/00)

•  Standard of Practice 2-1
    RealtoRs® shall only be obligated to discover and disclose adverse factors 

reasonably apparent to someone with expertise in those areas required 
by their real estate licensing authority. Article 2 does not impose upon 
the RealtoR® the obligation of expertise in other professional or technical 
disciplines. (Amended 1/96)

•  Standard of Practice 2-2
    (Renumbered as Standard of Practice 1-12 1/98)

•  Standard of Practice 2-3
    (Renumbered as Standard of Practice 1-13 1/98)

•  Standard of Practice 2-4
    RealtoRs® shall not be parties to the naming of a false consideration 

in any document, unless it be the naming of an obviously nominal 
consideration.



•  Standard of Practice 2-5
    Factors defined as “non-material” by law or regulation or which are 

expressly referenced in law or regulation as not being subject to disclosure 
are considered not “pertinent” for purposes of Article 2. (Adopted 1/93)

Article 3
RealtoRs® shall cooperate with other brokers except when cooperation is 
not in the client’s best interest. The obligation to cooperate does not include 
the obligation to share commissions, fees, or to otherwise compensate 
another broker. (Amended 1/95)

•  Standard of Practice 3-1
    RealtoRs®, acting as exclusive agents or brokers of sellers/ landlords, 

establish the terms and conditions of offers to cooperate. Unless 
expressly indicated in offers to cooperate, cooperating brokers may not 
assume that the offer of cooperation includes an offer of compensation. 
Terms of compensation, if any, shall be ascertained by cooperating 
brokers before beginning efforts to accept the offer of cooperation. 
(Amended 1/99)

•  Standard of Practice 3-2
    Any change in compensation offered for cooperative services must be 

communicated to the other RealtoR® prior to the time that RealtoR® 
submits an offer to purchase/lease the property. After a RealtoR® has 
submitted an offer to purchase or lease property, the listing broker may 
not attempt to unilaterally modify the offered compensation with respect 
to that cooperative transaction. (Amended 1/14)

•  Standard of Practice 3-3
    Standard of Practice 3-2 does not preclude the listing broker and 

cooperating broker from entering into an agreement to change 
cooperative compensation. (Adopted 1/94)

•  Standard of Practice 3-4
    RealtoRs®, acting as listing brokers, have an affirmative obligation to 

disclose the existence of dual or variable rate commission arrangements 
(i.e., listings where one amount of commission is payable if the listing 
broker’s firm is the procuring cause of sale/lease and a different amount 
of commission is payable if the sale/lease results through the efforts of 
the seller/landlord or a cooperating broker). The listing broker shall, as 
soon as practical, disclose the existence of such arrangements to potential 
cooperating brokers and shall, in response to inquiries from cooperating 
brokers, disclose the differential that would result in a cooperative 
transaction or in a sale/lease that results through the efforts of the seller/
landlord. If the cooperating broker is a buyer/tenant representative, the 
buyer/tenant representative must disclose such information to their client 
before the client makes an offer to purchase or lease. (Amended 1/02)

•  Standard of Practice 3-5
    It is the obligation of subagents to promptly disclose all pertinent facts 

to the principal’s agent prior to as well as after a purchase or lease 
agreement is executed. (Amended 1/93)

•  Standard of Practice 3-6
    RealtoRs® shall disclose the existence of accepted offers, including 

offers with unresolved contingencies, to any broker seeking cooperation. 
(Adopted 5/86, Amended 1/04)

•  Standard of Practice 3-7
    When seeking information from another RealtoR® concerning property 

under a management or listing agreement, RealtoRs® shall disclose 
their RealtoR® status and whether their interest is personal or on behalf 
of a client and, if on behalf of a client, their relationship with the client. 
(Amended 1/11)

•  Standard of Practice 3-8
    RealtoRs® shall not misrepresent the availability of access to show or 

inspect a listed property. (Amended 11/87)

•  Standard of Practice 3-9
    RealtoRs® shall not provide access to listed property on terms 

other than those established by the owner or the listing broker.  
(Adopted 1/10)

•  Standard of Practice 3-10
    The duty to cooperate established in Article 3 relates to the obligation to 

share information on listed property, and to make property available to 
other brokers for showing to prospective purchasers/tenants when it is 
in the best interests of sellers/landlords. (Adopted 1/11)

•  Standard of Practice 3-11
    RealtoRs® may not refuse to cooperate on the basis of a broker’s race, 

color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status, national origin, sexual 
orientation, or gender identity. (Adopted 1/20)

Article 4
RealtoRs® shall not acquire an interest in or buy or present offers from 
themselves, any member of their immediate families, their firms or any 
member thereof, or any entities in which they have any ownership interest, 
any real property without making their true position known to the owner or 
the owner’s agent or broker. In selling property they own, or in which they 
have any interest, RealtoRs® shall reveal their ownership or interest in 
writing to the purchaser or the purchaser’s representative. (Amended 1/00)

•  Standard of Practice 4-1
    For the protection of all parties, the disclosures required by Article 4 

shall be in writing and provided by RealtoRs® prior to the signing of any 
contract. (Adopted 2/86)

Article 5
RealtoRs® shall not undertake to provide professional services concerning 
a property or its value where they have a present or contemplated interest 
unless such interest is specifically disclosed to all affected parties.

Article 6
RealtoRs® shall not accept any commission, rebate, or profit 
on expenditures made for their client, without the client’s knowledge and 
consent.

When recommending real estate products or services (e.g., homeowner’s 
insurance, warranty programs, mortgage financing, title insurance, 
etc.), RealtoRs® shall disclose to the client or customer to whom the 
recommendation is made any financial benefits or fees, other than real 
estate referral fees, the RealtoR® or RealtoR®’s firm may receive as a 
direct result of such recommendation. (Amended 1/99)

•  Standard of Practice 6-1
    RealtoRs® shall not recommend or suggest to a client or a customer the 

use of services of another organization or business entity in which they 
have a direct interest without disclosing such interest at the time of the 
recommendation or suggestion. (Amended 5/88)

Article 7
In a transaction, RealtoRs® shall not accept compensation from more than 
one party, even if permitted by law, without disclosure to all parties and the 
informed consent of the RealtoR®’s client or clients. (Amended 1/93)

Article 8
RealtoRs® shall keep in a special account in an appropriate financial 
institution, separated from their own funds, monies coming into their 
possession in trust for other persons, such as escrows, trust funds, clients’ 
monies, and other like items.



Article 9
RealtoRs®, for the protection of all parties, shall assure whenever possible 
that all agreements related to real estate transactions including, but not 
limited to, listing and representation agreements, purchase contracts, and 
leases are in writing in clear and understandable language expressing the 
specific terms, conditions, obligations and commitments of the parties. A 
copy of each agreement shall be furnished to each party to such agreements 
upon their signing or initialing. (Amended 1/04)

•  Standard of Practice 9-1
    For the protection of all parties, RealtoRs® shall use reasonable care 

to ensure that documents pertaining to the purchase, sale, or lease of 
real estate are kept current through the use of written extensions or 
amendments. (Amended 1/93)

•  Standard of Practice 9-2
    When assisting or enabling a client or customer in establishing a 

contractual relationship (e.g., listing and representation agreements, 
purchase agreements, leases, etc.) electronically, RealtoRs® shall make 
reasonable efforts to explain the nature and disclose the specific terms 
of the contractual relationship being established prior to it being agreed 
to by a contracting party. (Adopted 1/07)

Duties to the Public
Article 10
RealtoRs® shall not deny equal professional services to any person 
for reasons of race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status,                            
national origin, sexual orientation, or gender identity. RealtoRs® shall not 
be parties to any plan or agreement to discriminate against a person or 
persons on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status, 
national origin, sexual orientation, or gender identity. (Amended 1/14)

RealtoRs®, in their real estate employment practices, shall not 
discriminate against any person or persons on the basis of race, 
color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status, national origin, sexual 
orientation, or gender identity. (Amended 1/14)

•  Standard of Practice 10-1
    When involved in the sale or lease of a residence, RealtoRs® 

shall not volunteer information regarding the racial, religious 
or ethnic composition of any neighborhood nor shall they engage in 
any activity which may result in panic selling, however, RealtoRs® may 
provide other demographic information. (Adopted 1/94, Amended 1/06)

• Standard of Practice 10-2
    When not involved in the sale or lease of a residence, RealtoRs® may 

provide demographic information related to a property,  transaction or 
professional assignment to a party if such  demographic  information 
is (a) deemed by the RealtoR® to be  needed to assist with or  
complete, in a manner  consistent with Article 10, a real estate  
transaction or  professional assignment and (b) is obtained or derived 
from a recognized, reliable,  independent, and impartial source. The 
source of such  information and any  additions, deletions,  modifications, 
 interpretations, or other changes shall be  disclosed in reasonable detail. 
(Adopted 1/05, Renumbered 1/06)

• Standard of Practice 10-3
    RealtoRs® shall not print, display or circulate any statement or adver-

tisement with respect to selling or renting of a  property that indicates 
any preference, limitations or  discrimination based on race, color,  
religion, sex, handicap, familial status, national origin, sexual orienta-
tion, or gender identity. (Adopted 1/94, Renumbered 1/05 and 1/06, 
Amended 1/14)

•  Standard of Practice 10-4
    As used in Article 10 “real estate employment practices” relates to 

employees and independent contractors providing real estate-related 
services and the administrative and clerical staff directly supporting those 
individuals. (Adopted 1/00, Renumbered 1/05 and 1/06)

Article 11
The services which RealtoRs® provide to their clients and customers 
shall conform to the standards of practice and competence which are 
reasonably expected in the specific real estate disciplines in which  
they engage; specifically, residential real estate brokerage, real property 
management, commercial and industrial real estate brokerage, land 
brokerage, real estate appraisal, real estate counseling, real estate 
syndication, real estate auction, and international real estate.

RealtoRs® shall not undertake to provide specialized professional services 
concerning a type of property or service that is outside their field of 
competence unless they engage the assistance of one who is competent 
on such types of property or service, or unless the facts are fully disclosed 
to the client. Any persons engaged to provide such assistance shall be so 
identified to the client and their contribution to the assignment should be 
set forth. (Amended 1/10)

•  Standard of Practice 11-1
  When RealtoRs® prepare opinions of real property value or price they must: 
    1)  be knowledgeable about the type of property being valued,
    2)  have access to the information and resources necessary to formulate 

an accurate opinion, and
    3)  be familiar with the area where the subject property is located

unless lack of any of these is disclosed to the party requesting the opinion 
in advance. 

When an opinion of value or price is prepared other than in pursuit of a 
listing or to assist a potential purchaser in formulating a purchase offer, the 
opinion shall include the following unless the party requesting the opinion 
requires a specific type of report or different data set:
    1)  identification of the subject property
    2)  date prepared
    3)  defined value or price
    4)  limiting conditions, including statements of purpose(s) and intended 

user(s)
    5)  any present or contemplated interest, including the possibility of 

representing the seller/landlord or buyers/tenants
    6)  basis for the opinion, including applicable market data
    7)  if the opinion is not an appraisal, a statement to that effect
    8)  disclosure of whether and when a physical inspection of the property’s 

exterior was conducted
    9)  disclosure of whether and when a physical inspection of the property’s 

interior was conducted
  10)  disclosure of whether the RealtoR® has any conflicts of interest 

(Amended 1/14)

•  Standard of Practice 11-2
    The obligations of the Code of Ethics in respect of real estate disciplines 

other than appraisal shall be interpreted and applied in accordance with 
the standards of competence and practice which clients and the public 
reasonably require to protect their rights and interests considering the 
complexity of the transaction, the availability of expert assistance, and, 
where the RealtoR® is an agent or subagent, the obligations of a fiduciary. 
(Adopted 1/95)

•  Standard of Practice 11-3
    When RealtoRs® provide consultive services to clients which involve 

advice or counsel for a fee (not a commission), such advice shall be 
rendered in an objective manner and the fee shall not be contingent on 



the substance of the advice or counsel given. If brokerage or transaction 
services are to be provided in addition to consultive services, a separate 
compensation may be paid with prior agreement between the client and 
RealtoR®. (Adopted 1/96)

•  Standard of Practice 11-4
    The competency required by Article 11 relates to services contracted for 

between RealtoRs® and their clients or customers; the duties expressly 
imposed by the Code of Ethics; and the duties imposed by law or 
regulation. (Adopted 1/02)

Article 12
RealtoRs® shall be honest and truthful in their real estate communications 
and shall present a true picture in their advertising, marketing, and other 
representations. RealtoRs® shall ensure that their status as real estate 
professionals is readily apparent in their advertising, marketing, and other 
representations, and that the recipients of all real estate communications 
are, or have been, notified that those communications are from a real estate 
professional. (Amended 1/08)

•  Standard of Practice 12-1
    Unless they are receiving no compensation from any source for their time 

and services, RealtoRs® may use the term “free” and similar terms in 
their advertising and in other representations only if they clearly and 
conspicuously disclose:

    1) by whom they are being, or expect to be, paid;
    2) the amount of the payment or anticipated payment;
    3)  any conditions associated with the payment, offered product or 

service, and;
    4) any other terms relating to their compensation. (Amended 1/20)

•  Standard of Practice 12-2
    (Deleted 1/20)

•  Standard of Practice 12-3
    The offering of premiums, prizes, merchandise discounts or other 

inducements to list, sell, purchase, or lease is not, in itself, unethical 
even if receipt of the benefit is contingent on listing, selling, purchasing, 
or leasing through the RealtoR® making the offer. However, RealtoRs® 
must exercise care and candor in any such advertising or other public 
or private representations so that any party interested in receiving or 
otherwise benefiting from the RealtoR®’s offer will have clear, thorough, 
advance understanding of all the terms and conditions of the offer. The 
offering of any inducements to do business is subject to the limitations 
and restrictions of state law and the ethical obligations established by 
any applicable Standard of Practice. (Amended 1/95)

•  Standard of Practice 12-4
    RealtoRs® shall not offer for sale/lease or advertise property without 

authority. When acting as listing brokers or as subagents, RealtoRs® 
shall not quote a price different from that agreed upon with the seller/
landlord. (Amended 1/93)

•  Standard of Practice 12-5
    RealtoRs® shall not advertise nor permit any person employed by or 

affiliated with them to advertise real estate services or listed property 
in any medium (e.g., electronically, print, radio, television, etc.) without 
disclosing the name of that RealtoR®’s firm in a reasonable and readily 
apparent manner either in the advertisement or in electronic advertising 
via a link to a display with all required disclosures. (Adopted 11/86, 
Amended 1/16)

•  Standard of Practice 12-6
    RealtoRs®, when advertising unlisted real property for sale/lease in 

which they have an ownership interest, shall disclose their status as 
both owners/landlords and as RealtoRs® or real estate licensees. 
(Amended 1/93)

•  Standard of Practice 12-7
    Only RealtoRs® who participated in the transaction as the listing broker or 

cooperating broker (selling broker) may claim to have “sold” the property. 
Prior to closing, a cooperating broker may post a “sold” sign only with 
the consent of the listing broker. (Amended 1/96) 

•  Standard of Practice 12-8
    The obligation to present a true picture in representations to the public 

includes information presented, provided, or displayed on RealtoRs®’ 
websites. RealtoRs® shall use reasonable efforts to ensure that 
information on their websites is current. When it becomes apparent that 
information on a RealtoR®’s website is no longer current or accurate, 
RealtoRs®  shall promptly take corrective action. (Adopted 1/07)

•  Standard of Practice 12-9
    RealtoR® firm websites shall disclose the firm’s name and state(s) of 

licensure in a reasonable and readily apparent manner.

    Websites of RealtoRs® and non-member licensees affiliated with a 
RealtoR® firm shall disclose the firm’s name and that RealtoR®’s or 
non-member licensee’s state(s) of licensure in a reasonable and readily 
apparent manner. (Adopted 1/07) 

•  Standard of Practice 12-10
    RealtoRs®’ obligation to present a true picture in their advertising and 

representations to the public includes Internet content, images, and the 
URLs and domain names they use, and prohibits RealtoRs® from:

    1)  engaging in deceptive or unauthorized framing of real estate brokerage 
websites;

   2)  manipulating (e.g., presenting content developed by others) listing 
and other content in any way that produces a deceptive or misleading 
result;

   3)  deceptively using metatags, keywords or other devices/methods to 
direct, drive, or divert Internet traffic; or

   4)  presenting content developed by others without either attribution or 
without permission; or

   5)  otherwise misleading consumers, including use of misleading images. 
(Adopted 1/07, Amended 1/18) 

•  Standard of Practice 12-11
    RealtoRs® intending to share or sell consumer information gathered via 

the Internet shall disclose that possibility in a reasonable and readily 
apparent manner. (Adopted 1/07)

•  Standard of Practice 12-12
     RealtoRs® shall not:
    1)  use URLs or domain names that present less than a true picture, or
    2)  register URLs or domain names which, if used, would present less 

than a true picture. (Adopted 1/08)

• Standard of Practice 12-13
    The obligation to present a true picture in advertising, marketing, and 

representations allows RealtoRs® to use and display only professional 
designations, certifications, and other credentials to which they are 
legitimately entitled. (Adopted 1/08)

Article 13
RealtoRs® shall not engage in activities that constitute the unauthorized 
practice of law and shall recommend that legal counsel be obtained when 
the interest of any party to the transaction requires it.

Article 14
If charged with unethical practice or asked to present evidence or to 
cooperate in any other way, in any professional standards proceeding or 
investigation, RealtoRs® shall place all pertinent facts before the proper 
tribunals of the Member Board or affiliated institute, society, or council in 



which membership is held and shall take no action to disrupt or obstruct 
such processes. (Amended 1/99)

•  Standard of Practice 14-1
    RealtoRs® shall not be subject to disciplinary proceedings in 

more than one Board of RealtoRs® or affiliated institute, society, 
or council in which they hold membership with respect to alleged 
violations of the Code of Ethics relating to the same transaction  
or event. (Amended 1/95)

•  Standard of Practice 14-2
    RealtoRs® shall not make any unauthorized disclosure or dissemination 

of the allegations, findings, or decision developed in connection with an 
ethics hearing or appeal or in connection with an arbitration hearing or 
procedural review. (Amended 1/92)

• Standard of Practice 14-3
    RealtoRs® shall not obstruct the Board’s investigative or professional 

standards proceedings by instituting or threatening to institute actions for 
libel, slander, or defamation against any party to a professional standards 
proceeding or their witnesses based on the filing of an arbitration request, 
an ethics complaint, or testimony given before any tribunal. (Adopted 
11/87, Amended 1/99)

•  Standard of Practice 14-4
    RealtoRs® shall not intentionally impede the Board’s investigative or 

disciplinary proceedings by filing multiple ethics complaints based on 
the same event or transaction. (Adopted 11/88)

Duties to RealtoRs®

Article 15
RealtoRs® shall not knowingly or recklessly make false or misleading 
statements about other real estate professionals, their businesses, or 
their business practices. (Amended 1/12)

•  Standard of Practice 15-1
    RealtoRs® shall not knowingly or recklessly file false or unfounded 

ethics complaints. (Adopted 1/00)

•  Standard of Practice 15-2
    The obligation to refrain from making false or misleading statements 

about other real estate professionals, their businesses, and their 
business practices includes the duty to not knowingly or recklessly 
publish, repeat, retransmit, or republish false or misleading statements 
made by others. This duty applies whether false or misleading 
statements are repeated in person, in writing, by technological means 
(e.g., the Internet), or by any other means. (Adopted 1/07, Amended 
1/12)

•  Standard of Practice 15-3
    The obligation to refrain from making false or misleading statements 

about other real estate professionals, their businesses, and their 
business practices includes the duty to publish a clarification about or 
to remove statements made by others on electronic media the RealtoR® 
controls once the RealtoR® knows the statement is false or misleading. 
(Adopted 1/10, Amended 1/12)

Article 16
RealtoRs® shall not engage in any practice or take any action inconsistent 
with exclusive representation or exclusive brokerage relationship agreements 
that other RealtoRs® have with clients. (Amended 1/04)

•   Standard of Practice 16-1
    Article 16 is not intended to prohibit aggressive or innovative 

business practices which are otherwise ethical and does not prohibit 
disagreements with other RealtoRs® involving commission, fees, 

compensation or other forms of payment or expenses. (Adopted 1/93, 
Amended 1/95)

•  Standard of Practice 16-2
    Article 16 does not preclude RealtoRs® from making general announcements 

to prospects describing their services and the terms of their availability even 
though some recipients may have entered into agency agreements or 
other exclusive relationships with another RealtoR®. A general telephone 
canvass, general mailing or distribution addressed to all prospects in a given 
geographical area or in a given profession, business, club, or organization, 
or other classification or group is deemed “general” for purposes of this 
standard. (Amended 1/04)

    Article 16 is intended to recognize as unethical two basic types  
of solicitations:

    First, telephone or personal solicitations of property owners who have 
been identified by a real estate sign, multiple listing compilation, or 
other information service as having exclusively listed their property 
with another RealtoR® and

    Second, mail or other forms of written solicitations of prospects 
whose properties are exclusively listed with another RealtoR® when 
such solicitations are not part of a general mailing but are directed 
specifically to property owners identified through compilations of 
current listings, “for sale” or “for rent” signs, or other sources of 
information required by Article 3 and Multiple Listing Service rules to 
be made available to other RealtoRs® under offers of subagency or 
cooperation. (Amended 1/04)

•  Standard of Practice 16-3
    Article 16 does not preclude RealtoRs® from contacting the client of 

another broker for the purpose of offering to provide, or entering into a 
contract to provide, a different type of real estate service unrelated to 
the type of service currently being provided (e.g., property management 
as opposed to brokerage) or from offering the same type of service for 
property not subject to other brokers’ exclusive agreements. However, 
information received through a Multiple Listing Service or any other offer 
of cooperation may not be used to target clients of other RealtoRs® to 
whom such offers to provide services may be made. (Amended 1/04)

•  Standard of Practice 16-4
    RealtoRs® shall not solicit a listing which is currently listed exclusively 

with another broker. However, if the listing broker, when asked by 
the RealtoR®, refuses to disclose the expiration date and nature 
of such listing, i.e., an exclusive right to sell, an exclusive agency, 
open listing, or other form of contractual agreement between the 
listing broker and the client, the RealtoR® may contact the owner to 
secure such information and may discuss the terms upon which the 
RealtoR® might take a future listing or, alternatively, may take a listing 
to become effective upon expiration of any existing exclusive listing. 
(Amended 1/94)

•  Standard of Practice 16-5
    RealtoRs® shall not solicit buyer/tenant agreements from buyers/ 

tenants who are subject to exclusive buyer/tenant agreements. 
However, if asked by a RealtoR®, the broker refuses to disclose the 
expiration date of the exclusive buyer/tenant agreement, the RealtoR® 
may contact the buyer/tenant to secure such information and may 
discuss the terms upon which the RealtoR® might enter into a future 
buyer/tenant agreement or, alternatively, may enter into a buyer/tenant 
agreement to become effective upon the expiration of any existing 
exclusive buyer/tenant agreement. (Adopted 1/94, Amended 1/98)

•  Standard of Practice 16-6
    When RealtoRs® are contacted by the client of another RealtoR® regarding 

the creation of an exclusive relationship to provide the same type of service, 



and RealtoRs® have not directly or indirectly initiated such discussions, they 
may discuss the terms upon which they might enter into a future agreement 
or, alternatively, may enter into an agreement which becomes effective upon 
expiration of any existing exclusive agreement. (Amended 1/98)

•  Standard of Practice 16-7
    The fact that a prospect has retained a RealtoR® as an exclusive 

representative or exclusive broker in one or more past transactions 
does not preclude other RealtoRs® from seeking such prospect’s future 
business. (Amended 1/04)

•  Standard of Practice 16-8
    The fact that an exclusive agreement has been entered into with a 

RealtoR® shall not preclude or inhibit any other RealtoR® from entering 
into a similar agreement after the expiration of the prior agreement. 
(Amended 1/98)

•  Standard of Practice 16-9
    RealtoRs®, prior to entering into a representation agreement, have an 

affirmative obligation to make reasonable efforts to determine whether 
the prospect is subject to a current, valid exclusive agreement to provide 
the same type of real estate service. (Amended 1/04)

•  Standard of Practice 16-10
    RealtoRs®, acting as buyer or tenant representatives or brokers, shall 

disclose that relationship to the seller/landlord’s representative or broker 
at first contact and shall provide written confirmation of that disclosure 
to the seller/landlord’s representative or broker not later than execution 
of a purchase agreement or lease. (Amended 1/04)

•  Standard of Practice 16-11
    On unlisted property, RealtoRs® acting as buyer/tenant representatives 

or brokers shall disclose that relationship to the seller/landlord at first 
contact for that buyer/tenant and shall provide written confirmation of such 
disclosure to the seller/landlord not later than execution of any purchase 
or lease agreement. (Amended 1/04)

    RealtoRs® shall make any request for anticipated compensation from the 
seller/landlord at first contact. (Amended 1/98)

•  Standard of Practice 16-12
    RealtoRs®, acting as representatives or brokers of sellers/landlords or 

as subagents of listing brokers, shall disclose that relationship to buyers/
tenants as soon as practicable and shall provide written confirmation 
of such disclosure to buyers/tenants not later than execution of any 
purchase or lease agreement. (Amended 1/04)

•  Standard of Practice 16-13
    All dealings concerning property exclusively listed, or with buyer/tenants 

who are subject to an exclusive agreement shall be carried on with the 
client’s representative or broker, and not with the client, except with the 
consent of the client’s representative or broker or except where such 
dealings are initiated by the client.

    Before providing substantive services (such as writing a purchase offer 
or presenting a CMA) to prospects, RealtoRs® shall ask prospects 
whether they are a party to any exclusive representation agreement. 
RealtoRs® shall not knowingly provide substantive services concerning 
a prospective transaction to prospects who are parties to exclusive 
representation agreements, except with the consent of the prospects’ 
exclusive representatives or at the direction of prospects. (Adopted 1/93, 
Amended 1/04)

•  Standard of Practice 16-14
    RealtoRs® are free to enter into contractual relationships or to negotiate 

with sellers/landlords, buyers/tenants or others who are not subject to an 
exclusive agreement but shall not knowingly obligate them to pay more 
than one commission except with their informed consent. (Amended 1/98)

•  Standard of Practice 16-15
    In cooperative transactions RealtoRs® shall compensate cooperating 

RealtoRs® (principal brokers) and shall not compensate nor offer  
to compensate, directly or indirectly, any of the sales licensees employed 
by or affiliated with other RealtoRs® without the prior express knowledge 
and consent of the cooperating broker. 

•  Standard of Practice 16-16
    RealtoRs®, acting as subagents or buyer/tenant representatives or brokers, 

shall not use the terms of an offer to purchase/lease to attempt to modify 
the listing broker’s offer of compensation to subagents or buyer/tenant 
representatives or brokers nor make the submission of an executed offer 
to purchase/lease contingent on the listing broker’s agreement to modify 
the offer of compensation. (Amended 1/04)

•  Standard of Practice 16-17
    RealtoRs®, acting as subagents or as buyer/tenant representatives or 

brokers, shall not attempt to extend a listing broker’s offer of cooperation 
and/or compensation to other brokers without the consent of the listing 
broker. (Amended 1/04)

•  Standard of Practice 16-18
    RealtoRs® shall not use information obtained from listing brokers through 

offers to cooperate made through multiple listing services or through other 
offers of cooperation to refer listing brokers’ clients to other brokers or to 
create buyer/tenant relationships with listing brokers’ clients, unless such 
use is authorized by listing brokers. (Amended 1/02)

•  Standard of Practice 16-19
    Signs giving notice of property for sale, rent, lease, or exchange shall not 

be placed on property without consent of the seller/landlord. (Amended 
1/93)

•  Standard of Practice 16-20
    RealtoRs®, prior to or after their relationship with their current firm 

is terminated, shall not induce clients of their current firm to cancel 
exclusive contractual agreements between the client and that firm. 
This does not preclude RealtoRs® (principals) from establishing 
agreements with their associated licensees governing assignability  
of exclusive agreements. (Adopted 1/98, Amended 1/10)

Article 17
In the event of contractual disputes or specific non-contractual disputes 
as defined in Standard of Practice 17-4 between RealtoRs® (principals) 
associated with different firms, arising out of their relationship as RealtoRs®, 
the RealtoRs® shall mediate the dispute if the Board requires its members to 
mediate. If the dispute is not resolved through mediation, or if mediation is 
not required, RealtoRs® shall submit the dispute to arbitration in accordance 
with the policies of the Board rather than litigate the matter.

In the event clients of RealtoRs® wish to mediate or arbitrate contractual 
disputes arising out of real estate transactions, RealtoRs® shall mediate 
or arbitrate those disputes in accordance with the policies of the Board, 
provided the clients agree to be bound by any resulting agreement  
or award.

The obligation to participate in mediation and arbitration contemplated by 
this Article includes the obligation of RealtoRs® (principals) to cause their 
firms to mediate and arbitrate and be bound by any resulting agreement 
or award. (Amended 1/12)

•  Standard of Practice 17-1
    The filing of litigation and refusal to withdraw from it by RealtoRs® in an 

arbitrable matter constitutes a refusal to arbitrate. (Adopted 2/86)



•  Standard of Practice 17-2
    Article 17 does not require RealtoRs® to mediate in those circumstances 

when all parties to the dispute advise the Board in writing that they 
choose not to mediate through the Board’s facilities. The fact that all 
parties decline to participate in mediation does not relieve RealtoRs® 
of the duty to arbitrate. 

    Article 17 does not require RealtoRs® to arbitrate in those circumstances 
when all parties to the dispute advise the Board in writing that they choose 
not to arbitrate before the Board. (Amended 1/12)

•  Standard of Practice 17-3
    RealtoRs®, when acting solely as principals in a real estate transaction, are 

not obligated to arbitrate disputes with other RealtoRs® absent a specific 
written agreement to the contrary. (Adopted 1/96)

•  Standard of Practice 17-4
    Specific non-contractual disputes that are subject to arbitration pursuant 

to Article 17 are:

   1)  Where a listing broker has compensated a cooperating broker 
and another cooperating broker subsequently claims to be the 
procuring cause of the sale or lease. In such cases the complainant 
may name the first cooperating broker as respondent and arbitration 
may proceed without the listing broker being named as a respondent. 
When arbitration occurs between two (or more) cooperating brokers 
and where the listing broker is not a party, the amount in dispute and 
the amount of any potential resulting award is limited to the amount 
paid to the respondent by the listing broker and any amount credited 
or paid to a party to the transaction at the direction of the respondent. 
Alternatively, if the complaint is brought against the listing broker, the 
listing broker may name the first cooperating broker as a third-party 
respondent. In either instance the decision of the hearing panel as 
to procuring cause shall be conclusive with respect to all current or 
subsequent claims of the parties for compensation arising out of the 
underlying cooperative transaction. (Adopted 1/97, Amended 1/07)

   2)  Where a buyer or tenant representative is compensated by the seller 
or landlord, and not by the listing broker, and the listing broker, as a 
result, reduces the commission owed by the seller or landlord and, 
subsequent to such actions, another cooperating broker claims to be 
the procuring cause of sale or lease. In such cases the complainant 
may name the first cooperating broker as respondent and arbitration 
may proceed without the listing broker being named as a respondent. 
When arbitration occurs between two (or more) cooperating brokers 
and where the listing broker is not a party, the amount in dispute and 
the amount of any potential resulting award is limited to the amount paid 
to the respondent by the seller or landlord and any amount credited 
or paid to a party to the transaction at the direction of the respondent. 
Alternatively, if the complaint is brought against the listing broker, the 
listing broker may name the first cooperating broker as a third-party 
respondent. In either instance the decision of the hearing panel as 
to procuring cause shall be conclusive with respect to all current or 
subsequent claims of the parties for compensation arising out of the 
underlying cooperative transaction. (Adopted 1/97, Amended 1/07)

   3)  Where a buyer or tenant representative is compensated by the buyer 
or tenant and, as a result, the listing broker reduces the commission 
owed by the seller or landlord and, subsequent to such actions, 
another cooperating broker claims to be the procuring cause of sale or 

lease. In such cases the complainant may name the first cooperating 
broker as respondent and arbitration may proceed without the listing 
broker being named as a respondent. Alternatively, if the complaint 
is brought against the listing broker, the listing broker may name 
the first cooperating broker as a third-party respondent. In either 
instance the decision of the hearing panel as to procuring cause shall 
be conclusive with respect to all current or subsequent claims of the 
parties for compensation arising out of the underlying cooperative 
transaction. (Adopted 1/97)

   4)  Where two or more listing brokers claim entitlement to compensation 
pursuant to open listings with a seller or landlord who agrees to 
participate in arbitration (or who requests arbitration) and who 
agrees to be bound by the decision. In cases where one of the 
listing brokers has been compensated by the seller or landlord, the 
other listing broker, as complainant, may name the first listing broker 
as respondent and arbitration may proceed between the brokers. 
(Adopted 1/97)

   5)  Where a buyer or tenant representative is compensated by the seller 
or landlord, and not by the listing broker, and the listing broker, as a 
result, reduces the commission owed by the seller or landlord and, 
subsequent to such actions, claims to be the procuring cause of sale 
or lease. In such cases arbitration shall be between the listing broker 
and the buyer or tenant representative and the amount in dispute is 
limited to the amount of the reduction of commission to which the listing 
broker agreed. (Adopted 1/05)

•  Standard of Practice 17-5
    The obligation to arbitrate established in Article 17 includes disputes 

between RealtoRs® (principals) in different states in instances where, 
absent an established inter-association arbitration agreement, the 
RealtoR® (principal) requesting arbitration agrees to submit to the 
jurisdiction of, travel to, participate in, and be bound by any resulting 
award rendered in arbitration conducted by the respondent(s) RealtoR®’s 
association, in instances where the respondent(s) RealtoR®’s association 
determines that an arbitrable issue exists. (Adopted 1/07)

Explanatory Notes
The reader should be aware of the following policies which have been 
approved by the Board of Directors of the National Association:

In filing a charge of an alleged violation of the Code of Ethics by a RealtoR®, 
the charge must read as an alleged violation of one or more Articles of 
the Code. Standards of Practice may be cited in support of the charge.

The Standards of Practice serve to clarify the ethical obligations imposed 
by the various Articles and supplement, and do not substitute for, the Case 
Interpretations in Interpretations of the Code of Ethics.

Modifications to existing Standards of Practice and additional new 
Standards of Practice are approved from time to time. Readers are 
cautioned to ensure that the most recent publications are utilized.
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